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ABSTRACT 
 

 

This study employed a content analysis of 414 New York Times articles to better assess how the 

elite news media has covered the economy during the COVID-19 pandemic. While prior studies 

have reviewed economic coverage in the midst of recessions, this study focuses exclusively on 

the unique COVID-19 circumstances, and how the prominent New York Times newspaper has 

framed the issue. The study seeks to identify the ways in which the New York Times economic 

coverage reflects the public’s concerns by looking at the macroeconomic variables that are 

reported the most frequently—particularly unemployment rates and stock market performance. 

By exploring the disconnect between the state of the economy, economic news, and the public’s 

perceptions of the economy, the goal of this project is to seek a better understanding of the news 

media’s role in society, and, specifically, whether or not they fulfill their duties to their publics 

during times of crisis. The findings suggested that New York Times coverage of the COVID-19 

economy has been largely negative and disproportionally focused on discussion of 

unemployment.  

 

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic, economic recession, stock market, unemployment, economy, 

news media coverage, public opinion, news media, elite press, New York Times  
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The Impact of Coronavirus on the Economy & the Role of the Media  

 

On January 20th, 2020 the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recorded the 

first coronavirus case in the United States; a number that would eventually heighten to 30.2 

million in the span of a year, with 548,000 Americans losing their lives to the infectious disease 

(The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2021). The COVID-19 pandemic has 

sent the United States into unprecedented territory, where all aspects of life are being 

transformed due to the novelty and severity of the virus. 

The United States’ failure to control the SARS-CoV 2 virus has led to an insurmountable 

loss of life, heightened socio-economic hardships, and the first economic recession since the 

Global Financial Crisis of 2008-2009, putting a halt to the 11 years of economic expansion that 

followed the Great Recession (Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

[ECLAC], 2020). The pandemic has “led to companies going bankrupt, a decline in private 

investment, reduced integration into value chains, and erosion of productive capabilities and 

human capital” (ECLAC, 2020, p.1).  With 52.7 million people having filed for unemployment 

insurance benefits between the months of March and July 2020, and the GDP dropping by an 

annual rate of 32.9%, (which for context is “more than three times as sharp as the previous 

record of 10% in 1958,”) (Horsley, 2020, para. 3).  America’s modern economy has undoubtedly 

fallen into a rare, ahistorical state. Economic recessions are not uncommon to America’s history, 

but the extremity of the coronavirus pandemic creates unconventional circumstances. The 

unpredictability and unknown elements of the coronavirus recession can be clearly seen in the 

massive divergence between capital markets and the economy; especially when comparing stock 

market trends to unemployment rates. While the “S&P 500 index broke all earlier records and 
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erased all post-pandemic losses” in August, the registered unemployment rate was 8.4% 

(Bernstein, 2020, para. 2). Navigating the current financial predicament has proven to be 

challenging, as previous recessions differ greatly in terms of causality, and the characteristics of 

the coronavirus recession are dissimilar to those seen in past economic declines. Historically, 

recessions in America have been triggered by financial imbalances, but the coronavirus 

economic malaise was prompted by a single external factor - the virus itself. While the 

components of the coronavirus recession differentiate from traditional economic crises, the 

National Bureau of Economic Research argues the state of the economy classifies as a recession, 

citing the “the unprecedented magnitude of the decline in employment and production and its 

broad reach across the entire economy” (National Bureau of Economic Research [NBER], 2020, 

p.2). And, forecasting the future economic impact of the pandemic in the United States is an 

arduous task, because of the level of uncertainty surrounding COVID-19, the lack of a coherent 

national strategy, and the reliance on future conjectures, such as “containing the outbreak” and 

the necessary “measures to restart economic activity.” (ECLAC, 2020).  

 In light of these dramatic changes, it’s critical to understand how the media covers the 

economy, and the role that the news media plays in helping citizens understand their economy, 

especially in the midst of a historic economic malaise. Studies that explore the relationship 

between media coverage and people’s economic perceptions have demonstrated that in times of 

crises, “the media have a considerable influence on people’s expectations of the course of the 

national economy” (Boomgaarden et al., 2011, p.371). However, past studies done on the news 

media’s coverage of economic recessions failed to factor in a global epidemic. The idiosyncratic 

circumstances surrounding the coronavirus pandemic have impacted not only the state of the 

economy, but how it is presented to the public by the news media.  
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As citizens attempt to stay informed and make sense of the unprecedented times they are 

living in, the news media acts a guiding source. With 87% of Americans following coronavirus 

news, and 56% of the public identifying national news outlets as their major news source, the 

way the news media frames issues matters (Mitchell et al., 2020).  

 The intent of this study is, therefore, to answer one fundamental question: How is the 

news media covering the economy in the midst of the coronavirus recession? More specifically, 

this study is concerned with elite national news media.  Both the elite and regional news media’s 

role is to not only deliver news to the public, but also to help the public make sense of the 

information being conveyed. If the stories being covered fail to represent matters that affect the 

public, or neglects issues that the public deems important, there is going to be a disconnect, or 

worse, a false understanding of the country’s current state of affairs. By exploring the present 

economic coverage and the types of decisions the elite news media makes, we will have a clearer 

understanding surrounding how the elite press has covered the coronavirus recession, and, 

therefore, be better positioned to draw inferences as to what that coverage signifies.  
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Chapter 1: Literature Review 
 

Economic Mental Models 

The public’s understanding of the economy influences both individual decisions and 

collective ones. On an individual level, how one understands the economy will, for instance, 

impact their purchasing behavior; on a collective level, how members of the public interpret the 

economy will affect climate of opinion and voting behavior (Fogarty, 2005). An example of 

individual influence is when one is incentivized to buy from local businesses as opposed to non-

local companies, with the motivation typically being rooted in the basic understanding that 

shopping local is beneficial to the local economy. Whereas an individual with a greater 

understanding of how an economy operates would arguably make a purchase with the knowledge 

that “increased local economic activity and jobs lead to greater tax revenue and a stronger 

economic base to support other anchor institutions” (Buczkowska, 2013, p.6).  

The ability to “use basic economic concepts to make decisions about earning, saving, 

spending, and sharing money” is defined as economic literacy, a knowledge base that helps guide 

individuals in navigating their economic world and interpret events that will, “directly or 

indirectly affect them” (Walstad, 1998, para. 2).  Despite the importance of economic literacy, 

the skillset remains one that the majority of Americans have exhibited insufficiency in. The 2018 

National Financial Capability Study survey data, for instance, revealed that Americans have 

“relatively low levels of financial literacy,” with only 7% of the survey respondents answering 

all six financial questions correctly. Another notable finding from the study highlighted the 

demographic differences in “overall financial literacy levels” with “males, older respondents, 

White and Asian-American respondents, and those with college degrees” being the most 
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probable to answer the survey questions correctly (Lin et al., 2019, p.35).  

  In terms of democratic participation, the economy has become a leading player in 

Americans’ voting decisions. For presidential elections in particular, voters look to the “national 

economy for evidence as to whether the incumbent president (or party) is managing the economy 

in their interest” before casting their vote (Linn & Nagler, 2017, p.1). However, the voting 

behavior of Americans from all income levels evinces the economic experiences of the 

wealthiest 5% (Bartels, 2008). Further research reveals that lower income Americans tend to 

participate less in democratic processes and will often “discount their own interests when they do 

participate”; prompting little incentive from elected officials to meet their needs (Barberá et al., 

2014, p.1).  

Consequently, the economy affects every member of the public, which makes the number 

of citizens that are disconnected and or misinformed about the subject particularly alarming. 

There are a multitude of barriers prohibiting individuals from engaging with and understanding 

the economy, however two prominent obstacles include the language being used and the 

disparate definitions of the “economy” (Norrish, 2017). A UK based organization called Our 

Economy conducted a year-long qualitative and quantitative study with the intent of learning 

how members of the population understood the “economy.” The results indicated that “only 

12%” of the UK public felt the economy is “communicated in a way that is accessible and easy 

to understand” (Norrish, 2017, p.6). This statistic further declines for lower-income families, 

where only “7% find economics accessible” (Norrish, 2017, p.18). Within Our Economy’s study 

there was a prevalent trend across the entire sample population: participants identified a “lack of 

clarity around what the economy actually is and how it works” (Norrish, 2017, p.25). When 

researchers requested that the participants use their own words to describe the economy, there 
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was an evident separation between “the economy” and one’s “personal economy,” with many 

failing to grasp the concept that the economy is constructed of multiple relationships – as 

opposed to one singular factor (Norrish, 2017). This finding can be attributed to the fact that each 

individual will construct their own personal mental model in an attempt to make sense of the 

world around them. According to Denzau & North (1994) “Mental models are the internal 

representations that individual cognitive systems create to interpret the environment” (p.4). 

 Unless a person expands their economic literacy, fundamentally, one’s basic 

understanding of the economy will be limited to their personal financial experiences, as well as 

the mental model they have constructed for themselves. These models can affect where attention 

is directed, how information is processed, and what is considered feasible or unfeasible (Norrish, 

2017). Routine cognition significantly relies on “culturally available schemata – knowledge 

structures that represent objects or events and provide default assumptions about their 

characteristics, relationships, and entailments under conditions of incomplete information” 

(DiMaggio, 1997, p.269).  Concentrating specifically on economic understanding, Boomgaarden 

et al., have identified three cultural schemata from which citizens build their economic mental 

models, “through personal experience, interpersonal communication and through the mass 

media” (Boomgaarden, p.354).  

In conclusion, there are a variety of agents that impact citizens’ understanding of the 

economy. This knowledge varies depending on individual mental models, economic literacy, and 

demographic factors. For the purpose of this study, the central focus will be on the role that the 

mass media (specifically the news media) plays in economic understanding. 
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Framing Theory  

As discussed previously, the news media plays a substantial role in helping Americans’ 

form their economic perceptions. The news media encompasses the various media channels of 

both new and legacy media, that communicate news to the “heterogeneous public in a collective 

manner” (Ogunkunle & Ojebuyi, 2020). Historically and presently, the news media are necessary 

for democratic enactment. This form of media is tasked with the responsibility of informing the 

public, “providing citizens with the information needed to make thoughtful decisions about 

leadership and policy,” as well as setting “the agenda for public discussion of issues,” and 

providing “a forum for political expression” (Owen, 2019, para. 6). According to Owen, the 

news media is meant to not only function as a watchdog within a democratic society, but also 

facilitate “community building by helping people to find common causes, identify civic groups, 

and work toward solutions to societal problems” (2019, para. 6).  

Whether or not the news media fulfills those watchdog duties is a subject of debate, with 

certain media scholars arguing that journalists do satisfy the public’s needs and watchdog ideals 

(Drechsel, 2000), while others identified negligence of objectivity motivated by financial 

concerns (Shepard, 1997). Nonetheless, the news media continue to influence the public agenda 

through (amongst other mechanisms) framing. The mass communication theory of framing was 

first defined by anthropologist Gregory Bateson, but in this study the definition employed will be 

that of political scientist Robert Entman. Entman defined framing as, “to select some aspects of a 

perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to 

promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment 

recommendation for the item described" (Entman, 1993, p.52).  
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Framing is intended to help audiences comprehend issues, ideas, and information through 

selection and salience. Entman theorizes that the process of framing involves first defining the 

problem, then identifying the forces causing the problem, followed by evaluating the problem, 

and lastly offering a solution to the problem. According to Entman’s theory, framing occurs 

throughout the entire communications process. Entman focuses specifically on four important 

elements of framing: the communicator, the text, the receiver of the text, and the overall culture 

(Entman, 1993). The communicator is responsible for selecting which issues and information 

should be elevated in salience - determining which issues and pieces of information are 

important and conversely which are insignificant. The framing judgements of the communicator 

can be conscious or unconscious, “guided by the frames (schemata) that organize their belief 

systems” (Entman, 1993, p.52). In the case of this study, the communicator would be the 

journalists reporting for the news media. The framing of issues is “a central power in the 

democratic processes,” where “political elites” act as communicators in keeping the public 

“well-informed” surrounding social and political issues (Entman, p.56). Entman highlights that 

“political framing heavily influences” the public’s “responses to communications,” overall 

playing a substantial role in shaping public opinion (Entman, p.56). The conundrum of the elite 

determining what the “truth” is through their framing poses valid concern, raising doubts on 

democracy as a whole and making it challenging to discern what the “true public opinion” is 

(Entman, 1993, p.57). In fact, Entman elaborated how the task of “attempting to determine which 

of the differently framed opinions is the closest to the public’s real sentiment” is an unavailing 

endeavor, as it requires “agreement among contending elites and citizens on which frame was 

most accurate, fair, complete, and so forth.” (p.57) 
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While journalists are expected to adhere to the Society of Professional Journalists’ Code 

of Ethics and report objectively, those writing for mainstream news outlets may abide by their 

readership’s public opinion – a readership that is comprised of educated, oftentimes affluent, 

professionals. As a result, these publications may “convey a dominant framing of the news text 

that prevents most audience members from making a balanced assessment of a situation” 

(Entman, p.56).  

 For the purpose of this study, it’s important to discern the difference between the elite 

news media and the non-elite news media. Noam Chomsky defines the elite news media as “the 

agenda-setting media,” citing how these news outlets have the financial means and resources to 

“set the framework in which everyone else operates” (Chomsky, 1997, para. 7). The audience 

engaging with the elite media are largely considered to be privileged individuals that are 

influential in their own sense, involved with, “organizing the way people think and look at 

things,” in their work environment or community. (1997, para. 7).  The elite news media lay 

down the groundwork for local or non-elite news outlets, by establishing which news topics hold 

salience and which do not - leading the non-elite outlets to follow suit and cover the topics that 

have been deemed important. The elite news outlets are able to maintain this power structure 

because they are “major, very profitable, corporations,” that are “either linked to, or outright 

owned by, much bigger corporations” (1997, para.8). Essentially, the elite news media function 

as “profit seeking firms,” where the product is not the newspaper itself, but the audience. As 

Chomsky poignantly explains, “Corporations sell audiences to other corporations” (1997, para. 

13). The role of the elite news media is further examined in Peter Dreier’s study, “The Position 

of the Press in the U.S. Power Structure,” where the relationship between the US business elite 

and the mass media elite are explored. In his study, Drier surveyed the institutional affiliations 
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held by the directors of the 24 largest newspaper companies in the US, finding that, “the 24 

newspaper companies have 447 ties with elite organizations, including 196 with Fortune's 1,300 

largest corporations, 97 with the 15 major business policy groups, 24 with the 12 major private 

universities, and 130 with the 47 elite social clubs” (Drier, 1982, p.302). Four of the newspaper 

companies accounted for “185, (41.6 percent), of all elite affiliations,” those being the Dow 

Jones Company (Wall Street Journal), the New York Times Company, the Washington Post 

Company, and the Times-Mirror Corporation (Los Angeles Times). (1982, p.305). While these 

papers do inform the public with a “degree of autonomy and independence,” the structural links 

held by these corporations point to an incentive to represent the “larger capitalist class” by 

“maintaining and reinforcing the ideology of corporate liberalism” (1982, p. 307).  

In brief, the news media are tasked with myriad responsibilities to the public, acting as a 

pillar for democracy in ensuring that citizens are informed and that democratic values are being 

upheld. The role of the news media makes the framing of information incredibly impactful, 

which issues are deemed salient and which issues are considered insignificant helps shape public 

perceptions. However, it’s critical to acknowledge the fact that the elite news media institutions 

are ideological institutions, setting “the agenda of political, social, and economic debate” (Drier, 

1982, p.298). With that knowledge in mind, this study closely examines which economic issues 

hold salience according to the New York Times in the midst of the coronavirus economy; 

focusing particularly on which issues are neglected, and the implications of the publication’s 

framing.   

 

Shaping Economic Understanding  
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Research on economic news coverage and the public provides insight into how 

individuals may digest the current COVID-19 economic issues being reported, as well as the 

potential implications of the issues being covered.  First, exploring the ways in which economic 

issues have historically been framed by the news media. A multitude of past research has 

revealed that news outlets tend to focus on negative news stories when covering economic 

conditions. In a 2018 content analysis conducted by Alyt Damstra and Mark Boukes, the 

distinctions between “(a) economic levels and changes (positive/negative), (b) volume and tone 

of coverage (positive/negative), and (c) people’s retrospective and prospective economic 

judgments,” were recorded from a sample of 127,120 newspaper articles published between the 

years of 2002 to 2015. The researchers found that the “public is presented a version of economic 

reality that is skewed to the negative, which strongly affects people’s economic expectations but 

not evaluations” (Damstra & Boukes, 2018, p.1).  

Other research has highlighted the ways in which the mainstream media “overemphasize 

negative stories,” ultimately neglecting positive economic news developments. There has been 

negativity bias identified in how the news media covers stories related to recessions (Wu et al., 

2002), stories regarding inflation and employment (Soroka, 2006, 2012), and overall 

macroeconomic news (Goidel & Langley, 1995; Hagen, 2005; Hester & Gibson, 2003; Soroka et 

al., 2015; van Dalen, et al., 2015). According to Damstra & Boukes, negativity bias is present in 

the coverage of these economic subthemes as well, “unemployment, inflation, and growth rates” 

(Damstra & Boukes, p.1; Harrington, 1989). 

However, the overwhelming negative bias found in economic news coverage can be 

attributed to a variety of characteristics. For one, the news media’s role of being a watchdog 

requires journalists to be critical of governmental activities and issues, resulting in “negative 
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trends” receiving more attention than positive trends. The news media’s negative coverage is one 

method of ensuring that the government is being held accountable (Damstra & Boukes, p.2; 

Harrington, 1989). However, negativity is also a news value utilized by media institutions. 

Palmer (2000) defines news values as “a system of criteria which are used to make decisions 

about the inclusion and exclusion of material” (p. 45). Galtung and Ruge (1965) theorized that 

negativity in news stories elevates the likelihood of the story being picked up by journalists.   

Negative news typically leaves little room for ambiguity, as the public will typically agree 

“about the interpretation of the event as negative,” (Galtung & Ruge, 1965, p. 69) contributing to 

the effectiveness of negativity as a news value. Lastly, humans have been shown to have stronger 

responses to negative information than positive information (Holbrook et al., 2001; Soroka, 

2006); a psychological process coined “the negativity effect.” According to the negativity effect, 

negative information holds more weight “in the formation of evaluative judgements,” even when 

one is presented with equally positive information” (Ahluwalia, 2002; Tversky & Kahneman, 

1975). The Economic Conditions, Economic Perceptions, and Media Coverage of the United 

States Economy study conducted by Barberá et al., (2014), reported how “higher levels of 

coverage are associated with a lower average probability a story is positive,” further supporting 

the ideal that negative news takes precedence over positive coverage. In regard to the tone of 

economic coverage, the Barberá et al., study unsurprisingly found that “tone is more positive 

when the stock market is rising, while both unemployment and inflation are relatively lower” 

(Barberá et al., p.14).  

The disconnect between the real economy, the news media’s coverage of the economy, 

and the public’s perception of the economy have been researched as well, with media scholars 

studying agenda-setting theory and exploring how well the news media captures the economic 
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reality of citizens by comparing coverage of the real economy to the coverage of financial 

markets. Existing research presented by past scholars (Goidel & Langley, 1995; Lamla & Lein, 

2014; Soroka, Stecula, & Wlezien, 2015) demonstrates that “economic journalism” fails to 

embody “real-world economic developments,” and “is instead characterized by a set of persistent 

biases” (Damstra & Boukes, 2018). There has been extensive research supporting the idea that 

the “tone of media coverage of the economy influences economic evaluations by the mass 

public” (Ansolabehere et al., 2008; Blood & Phillips, 1995; De Boef & Kellstedt, 2004). In Brian 

Fogarty’s (2005) content analysis of the New York Times’ economic coverage from 1980 

through 1996, Fogarty sought out answers regarding “why and when coverage of economic news 

deviates from real economic indicators” focusing specifically on three influences: the real 

economy, intervening factors such as rival stories and elections, and the tone of economic news 

coverage (p.152). There were several notable findings from the study that provided further 

clarity for how the real economy, the news media’s coverage of the economy, and the public’s 

perception of the economy interplay. When comparing earlier New York Times economic 

articles to the present ones, Fogarty found that the “News coverage of the comparative economy 

seems less judgmental than coverage of the contemporary economy, but yet still fails to 

adequately represent economic reality” (p.169). Indeed, Fogarty’s results suggest that “the news 

media appear to be quick when the economy is doing poorly and yet they are slow to report when 

the economy is doing well” (p.169). After coding roughly 1,056 New York Times stories, 

Fogarty identified that “the information citizens are exposed to tends to emphasize the negative 

and fail to mirror pure economic data,” going onto to draw the conclusion that “The news media 

do not report economic reality” therefore “we can expect citizens’ views and beliefs about the 

economy to be skewed” (p.170). Focusing solely on citizens’ perceptions of the economy (and 
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the ways in which they deviate from economic reality). Boomgaarden et al., provides a series of 

explanations for how citizens perceive the economy, the first being “different citizens use 

different criteria in their evaluation of how well the economy is doing” (Kinder et al, 1989). A 

theory that aligns with the mental model construct mentioned earlier. The second interpretation 

of citizen understanding relies on partisanship, holding that “citizens perceive economic 

conditions as more favorable if their preferred party is in power than if it is not” (Wlezien et al, 

1997; Van der Eijk et al, 2007). The third explanation Boomgaarden et al., provides is one that 

will be utilized in this study, in that “citizens receive varying information from different sources 

about the state of the economy and form their evaluations accordingly” (p.356).  

 

News Coverage of the Economy During Past Crises  

  The news media’s framing of economic realities in past economic crises can provide a 

starting point to theorize how the elite press will present the coronavirus economy to the public. 

Granted, the abnormality of the coronavirus pandemic creates entirely new circumstances that 

lack precedence, but past economic coverage can still provide insight and comparative literature 

to the current situation.  

The most significant contemporary economic crisis that unfolded in the United States 

prior to the coronavirus pandemic was the Great Recession. The economic downturn spanned 

over the course of roughly two years, from December of 2007 to June of 2009; making it the 

longest economic recession exhibited “since the Great Depression” (Pew Research PEJ, 2009, 

p.1). When the recession was being covered by the news media, the issues were framed “from 

the perspective of the Obama Administration and big business” elevating the “voices and ideas 

of people in institutions more than those of everyday Americans” (Pew Research PEJ, 2009, p.1). 
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Despite citizens arguably being the “primary victims” of the economic downturn, they were not 

“the primary actors” in the media’s coverage. The Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence 

in Journalism conducted a content analysis to explore how the news media covered the economy 

for the first half of 2008 and found that the “mainstream press focused on a relatively small 

number of major story lines, mostly generating from two cities, the country’s political and 

financial capitals” (Pew Research PEJ, 2009, p.2).  

Other findings from the Pew Research content analysis identified themes that align with 

the theories previously discussed in the literature review, one example being the role of the elite 

in framing issues.  The study found that “actions by government officials and business leaders” 

were driving much of the coverage; with the White House and federal agencies initiating an 

estimated 1/3, (32%), of economic stories being analyzed from February to July 3rd.  

The other agents included businesses (21%), and the press (32%). In stark contrast, “ordinary 

citizens and union workers combined” motivated only “2% of the stories about the economy” 

(Pew Research PEJ, 2009, p.3).  

Overall, the Pew Research’s content analysis of media coverage throughout the Great 

Recession highlighted themes and insights that are comparable to the trends being observed with 

the coronavirus economic coverage; despite the origins of the two economic crises being 

drastically disparate. 

 

Public’s Perceptions of Economic Coverage During Past Crises 

  In terms of how the public reacts to the news media’s economic coverage in the midst of 

crises, the research remains largely limited. One recognized piece of scholarship that explores 

this issue is “Covering the Crisis: Media Coverage of the Economic Crisis and Citizens’ 
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Economic Expectation” (Boomgaarden et al., 2011); a piece of literature that has been cited 

frequently throughout this review. The scholars conducting the research summarized their work 

as one of “the first to deal with economic perceptions at times when economic prospects rapidly 

and unequivocally deteriorated” (Boomgaarden et al., 2011, p.355).  

The study emphasized the importance of “mass-mediated economic information” in the 

midst of crisis; especially when considering the combined factors of uncertainty, media 

dependency, and the desperation for economic answers, found amongst anxious citizens.  

When differentiating the public’s perceptions of economic news coverage in normal 

circumstances to the public’s perceptions of economic news coverage during a crisis, media 

dependency theory can be applied to the latter. According to Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur (1976), 

“media dependency theory would suggest that the strongest media effects occur for relatively 

uncertain situations” (Damstra & Boukes, 2018, p.2).  

 Building on the foregoing research, it seems plausible that coverage trends may be 

thematically situated in one of two ways. On one hand, research on prior economic downturns 

has focused disproportionally on the actions and activities taken by elite actors in the areas of 

business and government (e.g., Pew Research PEJ, 2009). Such focus might be especially 

apparent in elite national press outlets such as the New York Times, which tend to speak to those 

in society who are financially, educationally, and otherwise privileged (e.g., Chomsky, 1997). 

One the other hand, however, research has consistently indicated that newsworthiness is linked 

to negativity insofar as negative stories and frames are disproportionally featured in news 

coverage (e.g., Harrington, 1989). Notably, in typical historical instances of economic recession, 

the media has not been forced to make a choice with regards to coverage valence, as the two key 

indicators of overall economic performance (the stock market and the unemployment rate) have 
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been consistent with one another. However, in the COVID-19 economy, these indicators have 

diverged. Such divergence, ultimately, leaves open questions pertaining to coverage decisions. 

Therefore, this study is built around the presentation of two competing hypotheses:    

 

Competing Hypothesis 1: Due to the institutional features and audience profiles 

associated with the New York Times, coverage of the COVID-19 economy will 

predominantly focus on the stock market.  

 

Competing Hypothesis 2: Due to the negativity bias associated with news coverage 

decisions, The New York Times’ coverage of the COVID-19 economy will 

disproportionally focus on the unemployment rate. 
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Chapter 2: Method 

 

This study utilized a content analysis to quantify the New York Times’ coverage of the 

COVID-19 economy over a period of six months, coding specifically for unemployment and 

stock market variables, as well as the tone of the article. This chapter will describe the content 

analysis methodology, the corpus of New York Times articles, the codebook and coding 

procedure, as well as the intercoder reliability.  

 

Content Analysis 

Berelson (1952) defined a content analysis as, “the objective, systematic and quantitative 

description of the manifest content of communication” (p.18). Berelson’s definition of the 

methodology was later expanded upon by Krippendorff (2003), who wrote that a, “Content 

analysis is a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other 

meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (p.18). A content analysis was an ideal 

methodology for this study due to the nature of the research, which involves analyzing specific 

frames in the New York Times articles, exploring whether or not the journal’s economic 

coverage was a function of institutionally based ideological interests.  

Predominantly, two types of content analysis exist: conceptual analysis and relational 

analysis. Conceptual analysis is the process of choosing a concept and conducting an analysis 

that “involves quantifying and counting its presence,” with the central goal being “to examine 

the occurrence of selected terms in the data” (Columbia Mailman School of Public Health, n.d., 

para.5). Relational analysis is similar to conceptual analysis in that a concept is chosen for 

analysis; however, the objective of the research differs, with the focus being on the relationships 
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between concepts, as opposed to the presence of the concept itself within the literature. For this 

study, a conceptual analysis was chosen to quantify the number of times an article mentioned the 

stock market in comparison to the number of times an article mentioned unemployment, as well 

as to measure the overall tone of the article.  

In terms of coding the data, there are two primary approaches: inductive coding and 

deductive coding. Inductive coding (also known as ground up coding), involves codes being 

created as the data is being collected; whereas deductive coding (sometimes referred to as top-

down coding), requires the creation of a codebook, with predetermined coding schemes 

identified prior to examining the data. The codebook is then applied to the literature, with the 

coder identifying and categorizing the data based on the predetermined coding schemes. (“The 

Essential Guide to Coding Qualitative Data,” n.d., para.7) This study deployed a deductive 

coding approach, due to the specificity of the research question, the direct nature of the media 

frames being coded for, and the overall replicability of the method.   

 

Corpus of New York Times Articles  

The New York Times was chosen for this study due to the prominence of the paper. 

Despite falling behind USA Today and the Wall Street Journal in terms of circulation, the Times 

has built a reputation of being the “newspaper of record” in the United States, with 130 Pulitzer 

Prizes (more than any other media), and 164.2 million readers globally, the publication is 

considered a dominating force in the news media industry. (NYT Awards & Recognition, NYT 

Media Kit, n.d.) Another notable reasoning for focusing on the New York Times pertains to the 

paper’s influence; the structural positioning of the Times within the mass-media system grants 

the newspaper the power to “set news agendas for local and regional papers” (Clark & Illman, 
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2003 p.24). The New York Times’ influence has become so widely recognized that there’s a 

phenomenon surrounding the publication’s ability to set agendas, known as “The New York 

Times effect,” which essentially suggests that “due to its prominence, the Times sets the news 

agenda for other media outlets on subsequent days of reporting” (Pennington & Birthisel, 2016, 

p.3). The impact of the newspaper, combined with the fact that their “affluent visitors wield over 

$1 trillion in total buying power” made the newspaper an optimal choice for studying how the 

elite press frames the COVID-19 economy. (NYT Media Kit, n.d.)  

The corpus of New York Times articles pertaining to the economy contains coverage 

over a period of six months, from March 1st, 2020 to August 31st, 2020. These dates were 

strategically chosen on account of the events that transpired in the United States during that time 

period. The coded media coverage begins in March of 2020, principally due to the World Health 

Organization declaring COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11th, followed by President Donald 

Trump declaring COVID-19 a national emergency on March 13th, and 45 of the 50 states having 

imposed shutdowns by March 28th. The time frame concludes on August 31st, 2020, providing 

six months of media coverage to code. August 31st, 2020 was also chosen as an endpoint due to 

the stock market reaching an all-time high on August 18th, 2020 and the fact that this study 

eventuated in August 2020. The 414 New York Times articles that constitute the corpus were 

derived from the online platform ProQuest, a website that provides access to 183 full-text 

databases. The initial stage of collecting articles involved an advanced search on ProQuest, 

entering the keyword “Economy” in the first row, followed by the phrase “New York Times” in 

the second row, then selecting “Publication Title” from the dropdown menu. “Economy” was 

chosen as the search term due to the nonspecificity of the keyword, producing broader results 

that pertain to the overall issue being researched. Using search terms such as “stock market” or 
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“unemployment” would be sampling on variables of substantive interest, and ultimately generate 

biased results. There were several limitations applied to the search to achieve the soundest 

sample of articles. Those limitations include: the articles had to be full text; published by the 

New York Times between the dates of March 1st, 2020 to August 31st, 2020; and written in 

English. Both print and online articles were acceptable, however, duplicates were discarded. 

With these restrictions implemented, the search led to 737 articles total. However, this sample 

was further narrowed by the researcher, to ensure that the articles pertained to the matter being 

studied. Articles were removed from the sample if they failed to mention the coronavirus 

pandemic, the economy, and/or if they did not concern the United States. All article types were 

included in the sample, with the exception of “Letter to the Editor” pieces, as these are written by 

the readers. Once these qualifications were implemented, the resulting corpus size was 414 

articles. Table 1 presents the total number of articles coded, organized by month.  

 

 
Table 1  

 
Total articles coded by month 
   Month Total Articles 
March 2020 65 

April 2020  67 

May 2020 81 

June 2020  63 

July 2020  77 

August 2020  61 

 

Coding Procedure and Codebook  
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The deductive coding method that this study utilized required the creation of a codebook to guide 

the categorization process. For this content analysis, the frames were unemployment, the stock 

market, and the tone of the article. In order to properly analyze the articles and accurately code 

the chosen frames, the codebook needed to define what constitutes as the stock market, 

unemployment, both, or neither, as well as what constitutes as a positive, negative, both, or 

neutral when coding an article’s valence. When defining these frames, the researcher consulted 

previous studies that had formulated codebooks for content analyses concerning media coverage, 

specifically looking at how the frames for an article’s tone were established. (Evers, 2016; Clark 

& Illman, 2003) In terms of defining the stock market and unemployment frames, the researcher 

relied largely on “yes” or “no” questions, to ensure that the coding criteria would be explicit, 

with little room for interpretation. For each of the articles the headline, author(s), date of 

publication, word count, section, economic type, and tone were coded for. The coding scheme is 

presented in Appendix A, alongside the coder instructions in Appendix B. Prior to the coding 

procedure, an intercoder reliability test was conducted, a process in which two trained coders 

(the primary author and an outside coder) double-coded approximately 10% of the completed 

sample (n = 42), to ensure that the codebook was reliable. In both cases, intercoder reliability 

was demonstrated. For the economic type variable, the coders agreed on 39 of 42 cases (pairwise 

agreement = 92.9%, Cohen’s kappa = 0.90). In regard to the tone type variable, the coders agreed 

on 40 of 42 cases (pairwise agreement = 95.2%, Cohen’s kappa = 0.92). Once intercoder 

reliability had been established for the two coded variables of central interest, the primary 

researcher coded the remaining 372 articles. Once all the articles were coded, descriptive 

statistics were generated using the statistical programming language R.  
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Chapter 3: Results 

 

The competing hypotheses for this study to assess the degree that the New York Times’ 

coverage of the COVID-19 economy was disproportionally tilted towards either discussion of the 

stock market (Competing Hypothesis 1) or coverage of unemployment (Competing Hypothesis 

2). The descriptive statistics obtained from the content analysis indicated that the coded articles 

were disproportionally concerned with unemployment and negative in nature, disproving the first 

hypothesis, but supporting the second prediction. The data in Figure 1 reveals that 154 of the 

414 coded articles dealt solely with unemployment, with an additional 32 mentioning both 

unemployment and the stock market. In contrast, 45 of the articles exclusively dealt with the 

stock market. In all, approximately 44.9% of the coded articles discussed unemployment, and 

only 18.6% of the coded articles discussed the stock market. In assessing whether or not these 

coverage differences were statistically meaningful in nature, several chi-square tests of 

independence were conducted. The first of these tests assessed the contention that the 

categorization frequencies were approximately evenly distributed (i.e., that economic coverage 

discussed the stock market, unemployment, both, and neither each about 1/4th of the time). This 

test was statistically significant, χ2 = 168.16, df = 3, p < .001, indicating that the categories were 

not evenly distributed. Next, a second test was conducted using only the stock market and 

unemployment classifications. This test sought to examine the degree to which these two 

classifications were equally observed in the data. The result of this test was statistically 

significant, χ2 = 59.70, df = 1, p < .001, again indicating that the categories were not equally 

distributed. To summarize the findings, the results of this test indicated that there were 

statistically more articles discussing unemployment than the stock market.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of articles by type of economic coverage  

 

 The next variable explored was the tone of the article. As illustrated in Figure 2, the 

majority of the articles were written in a negative tone. Specifically, 25 articles (6.0%) had a 

positive tone, 246 articles (59.4%) had a negative tone, 49 articles (11.8%) had both negative and 

positive aspects, and 94 (22.7%) had a neutral tone. In all, 295 of the 415 articles (71.3%) framed 

the economy in a negative light. As in the case of the economic type variable, several chi-square 

tests of independence were used to test if the distributional pattern statistically deviated from 
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what might be anticipated from chance alone. The first of these tests included all four coding 

categories, and suggested that the distribution was, in fact, different than what might be expected 

by chance, χ2 = 283.11, df = 3, p < .001. Likewise, a chi-square test of independence that 

examined only the positive and negative codings indicated that negative economic discussion 

occurred more frequently than positive economic discussion, χ2 = 177.94, df = 1, p < .001. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Distribution of articles by coverage tone   
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In addition to the analyses reported above, temporal trends were also examined. As shown in 

Table 2, the percentage of unemployment-referencing and negative articles was fairly steady 

across the analysis period (note this analysis included articles that mentioned both 

unemployment and the stock market and articles that were both negative). One notable exception 

pertains to August 2020, in which over 80% of all economic articles were negative in nature. 

Interestingly enough, August 2020 was a period of exceptionally positive performance by the 

stock market.  

 
Table 2  
 
Distribution of article characteristics by month   
Month Total Articles % Unemployment % Negative 
March 65 44.6 72.3 
April 67 47.8  71.6 
May 81 46.9 75.3 
June 63 47.6 58.7 
July 77 42.9 66.2 

August 61 39.3 83.6 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

Previous scholars have explored the ways in which the news media have framed past 

crises and economic recessions, but the circumstances surrounding the coronavirus pandemic 

provided a unique scope for research. Despite the novelty of the coronavirus pandemic, 

precedent news media research revealed findings and theories that helped guide the competing 

hypotheses for this study. The first of these competing hypotheses was that the New York Times 

coverage of the COVID-19 economy would largely focus on the stock market due to their elite 

ties and corporate influences. In contrast, the second hypothesis predicted that the New York 

Times would likely appeal to negativity bias, predominately covering the negative subject of 

unemployment. This study sought answers to these predictions by examining how the prominent 

New York Times publication framed the disparate COVID-19 economy; analyzing the tone of 

the articles, as well as the reportage frequency of two macroeconomic variables – the stock 

market and unemployment. Through a content analysis of 414 New York Times articles 

concerning the United States economy, the researcher found that 44.9% of the pieces discussed 

issues pertaining to unemployment, with significantly less (18.6%) concentrating on the stock 

market. 

As mentioned in the literature review, previous studies have indicated that economic 

journalism oftentimes fails to represent “real-world economic developments” (Goidel & 

Langley, 1995; Lamla & Lein, 2014; Soroka, Stecula, & Wlezien, 2015), particularly with the 

framing of issues by the elite news media. Chomsky (1997) explained how elite news outlets 

wield the financial power and external corporate connections to set an agenda, oftentimes 

establishing what frames are considered newsworthy, and which are ultimately ignored. This was 

evident in the mainstream news media’s coverage of the Great Recession from 2007 to 2009, 
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with the coverage largely focusing on issues pertaining to the larger institutions, as opposed to 

the average individual (Pew Research PEJ, 2009). The first hypothesis of this study derived from 

these past findings, predicting that the New York Times would largely concentrate on frames 

related to the stock market in the COVID-19 economy. However, this study found only 45 out of 

the 414 total articles concentrated on the stock market. 

This study also took into consideration the research and theories regarding negative news; 

particularly the negativity bias and the ways in which economic news has historically been 

framed in a negative context; especially during recessions (Damstra & Boukes, 2018; Soroka, 

2012; Goidel & Langley, 1995; Hagen, 2005; Hester & Gibson, 2003; Soroka et al., 2015; van 

Dalen, et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2002).  Galtung and Ruge (1965) further concluded that negativity 

is considered a value within the news media industry, as the likelihood of a story being published 

is elevated if the story is considered negative. There are a multitude of reasonings and theories as 

to why there tends to be a concentration on negative news; whether it be the media’s role as 

critical watchdogs, or the psychological process known as the “negativity effect” that humans 

experience (Ahluwalia, 2002; Tversky & Kahneman, 1975); regardless negative news has an 

overarching presence; especially in times of economic crisis. Fogarty (2005) conducted a content 

analysis of New York Times articles that spanned over 16 years to examine how the economy 

being framed in the media correlated to real economic data, and after coding 1,056 articles found 

that the negative news was being emphasized more than the positive. Taking into account the 

precedent theories and findings, this study also predicted that the New York Times would be 

more likely to cover unemployment during the pandemic, due to the newsworthiness of negative 

topics.  
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The results from the study, when taken as a whole, ultimately support the second 

hypothesis (i.e., the prediction that due to negative news being disproportionately perceived as 

newsworthy, there is reason to believe that the New York Times would be more likely to cover 

the unemployment rate). When coding the 414 articles for tone, negativity was prevalent. The 

content analysis concluded with 71.3% of the total articles appearing to be framed in a negative 

context, written in a pessimistic, cynical, or in some cases sarcastic manner. In terms of the 

economic issues being framed, articles covering unemployment were significantly more frequent 

than articles detailing the stock market; with 44.9% of the articles relating to unemployment in 

comparison to the 18.6% that focused on issues related to the stock market. These findings lead 

to several important implications, which are discussed below.  

 The data gathered from this study reveals an overarching trend – that the New York 

Times’ coverage of the coronavirus economy was disproportionately negative, with a significant 

concentration on matters related to unemployment. What does this mean for the public that 

engages with the New York Times’ content? The literature review noted that the news media is 

tasked with the responsibility of keeping the public informed, and framing issues in a way that 

helps the public form opinions and or make sense of an issue.  The negative framing of the 

coronavirus economy ultimately leads readers to perceive the issues being reported on as 

negative or affirms the negative opinions readers may have held on the issue prior to reading the 

article. Nonetheless, this was to be expected considering the overall state of affairs in the United 

States and the ways in which the coronavirus impacted every American’s life.  

Another inference that can be made from the study pertains to the New York Times 

fulfilling its societal role as a watchdog of governmental and corporate activity (Owen, 2019). A 

multitude of the articles that were coded as having a negative valence involved a critical analysis 
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of some sort, or a negative framing for how a specific issue was being handled. This is evident 

when examining a few of the headlines from the sample, such as “Forget the Trump 

Administration. America Will Save America,” “Trump Considers Reopening Economy, Over 

Health Experts’ Objections,” “Trump, the Company, Asks Trump, the Administration, for Rent 

Relief,” “Trump's Answer to Ailing Economy So Far Seems to Show Little Urgency,” “Billions 

in Clean Energy Loans Go Unused as Coronavirus Ravages Economy,” “DeVos Funnels 

Coronavirus Relief Funds to Favored Private and Religious Schools,” and “To Gain Public’s 

Trust, Should Members of Congress Stop Trading Stock?” These few examples confirm that the 

New York Times was holding the government and other corporate entities accountable, utilizing 

their platform to call out negligence or notify their readers of what was perceived to be the 

mishandling of an issue (Damstra & Boukes, 2018; Harrington, 1989).  

An additional implication that can be made from the study concerns the overall climate of 

America, and the ways in which the state of affairs influenced the negative framing of issues. 

The United States economy was devastated by the coronavirus pandemic, with millions of 

individuals losing their jobs, and more severely, a significant amount losing their lives.  The U.S. 

government was often criticized for the ways in which they handled the virus, specifically the 

Trump administration’s lack of urgency and prioritization of certain economic factors (i.e., the 

stock market) over others (i.e., maintaining high levels of employment among members of the 

middle and working classes). But beyond the handling of the pandemic, the United States was 

under immense scrutiny in the summer of 2020 for another epidemic - police brutality and the 

senseless killings of Black Americans. Looking at the full picture of the United States climate 

throughout 2020, there was much to be cynical about. Therefore, it could be inferred that the 

New York Times was being conscientious of America’s condition, aiming to report in a way that 
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accurately captured how Americans were feeling. Arguably, it would appear insensitive or 

ingenuine if the New York Times had been covering these arduous issues in a way that was 

largely positive.  

When drawing inferences from the study’s results, it is imperative to not completely 

dismiss the newsworthiness incentive of the negative coverage, particularly the financial 

opportunities and the role of the political economy. As reported by the New York Times 

themselves, the publication saw their biggest subscription growth of digital readers in the midst 

of the pandemic coverage, welcoming over 6 million new subscribers (NYT, 2020). Ultimately 

negative news sells (recall the popular mantra “if it bleeds it leads”), and unfortunately, the 

deadly virus provided plenty of content.  

Another implication that can be drawn from this study is that the New York Times 

prioritized coverage of the “real economy,” by focusing on unemployment, the publication may 

have been attempting to reach those beyond their comparatively privileged readership – 

specifically, the millions of individuals and families that were experiencing some form of 

unemployment. In retrospect, an inference can be drawn from the fact that 18.6% of the articles 

pertained to the stock market. Although the New York Times covered unemployment 

significantly more frequently than the stock market, the 18.6% statistic should not be dismissed. 

In other words, considering the calamity caused by the coronavirus pandemic, 18.6% of total 

coverage space being dedicated to stock market coverage is arguably inappropriate when 

juxtaposed against the loss of life and livelihoods that occurred as a result of the virus. While the 

New York Times undoubtedly covered issues related to the real economy, the publication subtly 

fulfilled the interests of their readership that are shareholders in the stock market.  
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There are several limitations of the research to be taken into consideration, starting with 

the number of publications analyzed. This study concentrated on how the New York Times 

covered the COVID-19 economy, and while this publication is a representation of the elite press, 

there are numerous other publications that also may be classified as “elite” in nature. A fuller 

analysis of how the elite news media have covered the economy during the coronavirus 

pandemic could be conducted in the future, looking at a variety of prominent publications and 

comparing the results. An interesting research project for the future would be a comparative 

analysis involving the New York Times and other elite publications. Therein, an important 

research question to explore would be if the coverage was disproportionately negative for the 

Wall Street Journal and Washington Post as well. In addition to the number of publications, 

another limitation this study faced was the number of frames that were coded. The stock market 

and unemployment are relevant economic frames to code for; however, this does not embody the 

full economic news coverage. A content analysis that codes for a wide range of economic frames 

would be beneficial to researchers; providing a comprehensive picture of the news coverage and 

possibly identify the explicit economic variables that were covered the most frequently 

throughout the pandemic. Alongside this limitation would be the limited timeline, as this study 

was conducted in the midst of the pandemic, only six months of coverage was analyzed. Granted 

this research provides insight into how the New York Times covered the economy at the height 

of the pandemic but analyzing the full timeline of pandemic coverage would be especially 

informative. Another limitation of this study was the article sample size. While the 414 articles 

that were coded provided insight into the New York Times’ coverage, there is a high probability 

that the ProQuest database failed to include others that pertained to the economy. In terms of the 

methodology, a content analysis is a constructive research tool, but like any method, it has 
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restrictions. A content analysis can reveal and quantify what’s going on in the news media, but 

the method does not have the capability to capture how the news coverage was received or how 

the coverage reflects the lived experiences of the public.  

Looking forward, it would be interesting to see research that pertains to the global news 

cycle, specifically exploring how other countries framed their COVID-19 economy, and whether 

or not the interests of their publics were being represented. Another recommendation for further 

research would be to explore how the COVID-19 economic coverage differed from the coverage 

of past crises and recessions. As mentioned throughout the study, this research was conducted in 

the midst of the pandemic; future researchers will have the advantage of having the full timeline 

to analyze and study. Later research could expand upon this study by exploring how the New 

York Times and other elite publications covered the economy from the beginning of the 

pandemic to the end. Finally, future researchers could explore the precedents that the coronavirus 

news coverage established, by comparing how the COVID-19 economic coverage differed from 

past recessions and crises.  

Conclusion  

The goal of this study was to explore how the elite news media has covered the economy 

in the midst of the coronavirus recession. This was done through a content analysis of a 

publication that represents the elite news media, the New York Times, and the analysis of 

variables that represent the “overall” economy: the unemployment rate and the stock market. 

This study also explored the ways in which these variables were framed, by looking at the tone 

of each article. The distinctive state that the economy was in provided an incredibly unique scope 

for research. As the unemployment rates continued to climb, so did the stock market; 

highlighting just how disconnected the U.S. economy had become.  The irregularity and 
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incongruency of the situation led the researcher to generate two competing hypotheses. One 

being that the elitist influences of the New York Times, combined with how the Great Recession 

was covered by the press, would prompt more coverage related to the stock market, than other 

economic systems. In contrast, the other hypothesis recognized the role that negative news plays 

in media coverage, and hypothesized that as a result, unemployment would be covered the most 

frequently. After 414 New York Times articles were coded and analyzed, the study ultimately 

found the news coverage to be largely negative and concentrated the most on issues relating to 

unemployment. Whether or not this coverage fulfills the wants and needs of the public remains 

unknown, however, the fact that a variable of the real economy was significantly more prevalent 

than coverage related to the stock market does prompt implications surrounding the public’s 

relationship with their elite news institutions, and how the elite news publications perform when 

tasked with covering a deadly virus, a crashing economy, and a booming stock market.  
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march31.1 2385078312 What_the_Coronavirus_Means_for_Climate_Change Meehan,_Crist 2020-03-31 Commentary Opinion 2803 4 3 Environment
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Appendix C: Excel Data  

The Month of April 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

april1.0_ 2384674819 2_Financiers_Grasp_Reins_Of_EconomyRappeport,_Alan;_Smialek,_Jeanna 2020-04-01 News B 1903 3 4
april1.2 2385545421 As_Virus_Hobbles_Economy,_Companies_Race_to_Tap_Credit_and_Raise_CashKelly,_Kate;_Eavis,_Peter 2020-04-01 News Business 1730 1 4
april2.0_ 2385113242 Economists_Fear_Drawn-Out_Slump_as_Losses_DeepenGoodman,_Peter_S 2020-04-02 News A 1694 1 2
april3.0 2385573287 Unconventional_Career_Path_Prepared_Fed_Chairman_for_This_CrisisIrwin,_Neil_ 2020-04-03 News B 1188 4 4 The_Fed
april6.0 2387108806 How_Economists_Are_Trying_to_Answer_Coronavirus_QuestionsPorter,_Eduardo 2020-04-06 News Business-Economy 1428 2 4
april7.0 2387511731 U.S._Is_Nowhere_Close_to_Reopening_the_Economy,_Experts_SayTankersley,_Jim 2020-04-07 News Business-Economy 1502 2 2
april7.1 2387510878 Young_Adults,_Burdened_With_Debt,_Are_Now_Facing_an_Economic_CrisisPopper,_Nathaniel 2020-04-07 News Business 1373 3 2
april8.0 2387876618 This_Won’t_End_for_Anyone_Until_It_Ends_for_EveryonePower,_Samantha 2020-04-08 Commentary Opinion 1649 4 2 Globalization
april9.0 2388160216 Uber_and_Lyft_Drivers_Face_Hurdles_to_Stimulus_Bill_BenefitsScheiber,_Noam 2020-04-09 News Business-Economy 1136 2 4
april9.1 2388160032 Tiny_Digital_Businesses_Play_Key_Role_in_Local_Economies,_StudyC87_SaysLohr,_Steve 2020-04-09 News Technology 1422 4 1 Business
april10.0 2387906634 Fed_Puts_$2.3_Trillion_Behind_Programs_to_Bolster_the_EconomySmialek,_Jeanna;_Eavis,_Peter 2020-04-10 News B 1537 3 1
april10.1 2387906652 Oil_Giants_May_Be_Near_A_Deal_to_Cut_Production Reed,_Stanley 2020-04-10 News B 854 4 2 Oil_Industry
april11.0 2388227392 President_Weighs_Setting_Schedule_to_Open_EconomyBaker,_Peter;_Kanno-Youngs,_Zolan;_Rappeport,_Alan 2020-04-11 News A 1996 4 2 Reopen_Economy
april12.0 2389077307 ‘We’re_Going_Down,_Down,_Down,_Down,_Down’ The_Editorial_Board 2020-04-12 Editorial Opinion 829 2 3
april12.1 2389077337 ‘Never_Seen_Anything_Like_It’:_Cars_Line_Up_for_Miles_at_Food_BanksKulish,_Nicholas 2020-04-12 News Business-Economy 1945 2 2
april12.2 2389077193 Global_Trade_Sputters,_Leaving_Too_Much_Here,_Too_Little_ThereSwanson,_Ana_ 2020-04-12 News Business-Economy 1901 4 2 Consumerism
april13.0 2389384824 Boeing’s_Problems_Predate_the_Virus._Should_the_U.S._Come_to_Its_Rescue?Kitroeff,_Natalie;_Vogel,_Kenneth_P 2020-04-13 News U.S.--Politics 1945 3 2
april13.1 2389383727 Joe_Biden:_My_Plan_to_Safely_Reopen_America Biden,_Joe 2020-04-13 Commentary Opinion 1014 4 1 Reopen_Economy
april14.0 2389943683 The_Big_Deal_to_Cut_Oil_Production_May_Not_Be_Big_EnoughKrauss,_Clifford_ 2020-04-14 News Business-Economy 1040 4 4 Oil_Industry
april14.1 2389944052 Economic_Pain_Will_Persist_Long_After_Lockdowns_EndTankersley,_Jim_ 2020-04-14 News Business 1429 2 2
april15.0 2390350804 Big_Business_Pledged_Gentler_Capitalism._It’s_Not_Happening_in_a_Pandemic.Goodman,_Peter_S_ 2020-04-15 News Business 1556 3 2
april15.1 2390193651 The_Virus_Is_Vaporizing_Tax_Revenues,_Putting_States_in_a_Bind__Walsh_Williams,_Mary 2020-04-15 News Business-Economy 1594 4 2 Tax_Revenue
april15.2 2390193662 How_the_Government_Pulls_Coronavirus_Relief_Money_Out_of_Thin_AirPhillips,_Matt_ 2020-04-15 News Business 1394 1 4
april15.3 2389507245 I.M.F._Eyes_Worst_Slump_Since_Great_DepressionRappeport,_Alan;_Smialek,_Jeanna 2020-04-15 News B 1458 4 2 I.M.F
april16.0 2391024973 Stop_Dawdling._People_Need_Money. The_Editorial_Board 2020-04-16 Editorial Opinion 1232 4 2 Federal_Aid
april16.1 2391025662 Think_This_Pandemic_Is_Bad?_We_Have_Another_Crisis_ComingGunn-Wright,_Rhiana 2020-04-16 Commentary Opinion 1319 4 2 Climate_Change
april17.0 2391018342 Republicans_Fret_as_Mnuchin_BargaCochrane,_Emily;_Rappeport,_Alan 2020-04-17 News U.S.--Politics 1696 2 4 Sick_Leave
april17.1 2391125285 They_Filed_for_Unemployment_Last_Month._They_Haven’t_Seen_a_DimeHaag,_Matthew 2020-04-17 News A 1642 2 2
april17.2 2390408572 Severe_Unemployment_Permeates_the_Economy Schwartz,_Nelson_D 2020-04-17 News B 1505 2 2
april18.0 2391137614 Bringing_the_Economy_Back_to_Life Rubin,_Robert_E 2020-04-18 Commentary Opinion 907 2 4
april19.0 2391513306 White_House_and_Democrats_Near_Deal_on_Aid_for_Small_BusinessesSheryl_Gay_Stolberg;_Rappeport,_Alan_ 2020-04-19 News U.S.--Politics 1615 2 4
april19.1 2391513916 Governors_Plot_Reopening_the_Economy_but_Say_They_Still_Lack_TestsRojas,_Rick 2020-04-19 News A 1502 4 4 Reopen_Economy
april20.0 2392776999 Straggling_in_a_Good_Economy,_and_Now_Struggling_in_a_CrisisCohen,_Patricia 2020-04-20 News Business--Economy 1568 3 2
april20.1 2392016582 Trump,_Head_of_Government,_Leans_Into_Anti-_Government_Message_Haberman,_Maggie_ 2020-04-20 News U.S.--Politics 1474 4 2 Campaign_Economy
april21.0 2393275511 ‘I_Don’t_Think_the_New_York_That_We_Left_Will_Be_Back_for_Some_Years’Goodman,_J_David 2020-04-21 News A 2048 2 2
april21.1 2393255162 Can_Investors_Trust_the_Stock_Market_Rally? Phillips,_Matt_ 2020-04-21 News Business 940 1 2
april21.2 2392698312 Trump,_the_Company,_Asks_Trump,_the_Administration,_for_Rent_ReliefProtess,_Ben;_Eder,_Steve;_Enrich,_David_ 2020-04-21 News A 1346 4 2 Corporate_Loan
april21.3 2392217912 Oil_Market_Goes_Into_a_Tailspin,_With_Sellers_Even_Paying_BuyersReed,_Stanley;_Krauss,_Clifford 2020-04-21 News A 1387 4 2 Oil_Industry
april21.4 2392217907 Creating_a_More_Resilient_Economy Rubio,_Marco 2020-04-21 Commentary A 1173 3 3
april22.0 2393198988 Food,_Rent,_Health_Insurance?_Tough_Choices_in_Pandemic_EconomyHsu,_Tiffany 2020-04-22 News B 1763 2 2
april22.1 2393895291 ‘I’m_Just_Living_a_Nightmare’:_Oil_Industry_Braces_for_DevastationKrauss,_Clifford 2020-04-22 News A 1425 2 2 Oil_Industry
april22.2 2393199157 Diary_of_a_New_York_Cafe:_Getting_Coronavirus_Relief_Is_ToughSmialek,_Jeanna 2020-04-22 News B 1869 2 2
april22.3 2393890087 The_Quiet_Hand_of_Conservative_Groups_in_the_Anti-Lockdown_ProtestsVogel,_Kenneth_P;_Rutenberg,_Jim;_Lerer,_Lisa_ 2020-04-22 News U.S.--Politics 1951 4 4 Reopen_Economy
april23.0 2394448059 The_Cold_Calculations_Governors_Will_Have_to_Make_Before_ReopeningBaker,_Peter 2020-04-23 News U.S.--Politics 1891 2 2
april23.1 2393826507 House_Passes_Relief_for_Small_Businesses_and_Aid_for_Hospitals_and_TestingCochrane,_Emily 2020-04-23 News U.S.--Politics 2920 4 4 Federal_Aid
april23.2 2393753159 ‘Eye-Watering_Numbers’_of_Jobless,_but_Claims_Still_LagCohen,_Patricia 2020-04-23 News Business--Economy 1387 2 2
april23.3 2393753142 Risky_Strategy_Has_Produced_Wins_for_Democrats_in_Fights_Over_Pandemic_AidHulse,_Carl 2020-04-23 News U.S.--Politics 1461 4 2 Federal_Aid
april23.4 2393826509 Treasury_Clarifies_Small-Business_Loans_as_Fed_Vows_TransparencyRappeport,_Alan;_Smialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-04-23 News U.S.--Politics 1086 4 4 Federal_Aid
april24.0 2394357757 Opposed_to_Bailouts,_but_in_This_Case_Willing_to_Take_OneVogel,_Kenneth_P;_Lerer,_Lisa 2020-04-24 News U.S.--Politics 1417 2 2
april26.0 2394751177 Governors,_Facing_Pressures_on_All_Sides,_Weigh_Reopening_Their_StatesDewan,_Shaila;_Swales,_Vanessa_ 2020-04-26 News A 2183 4 2 Reopen_Economy
april26.1 2395074542 Economic_Freeze_Cuts_Remittances,_a_Lifeline_for_Migrants’_FamiliesSemple,_Kirk_ 2020-04-26 News World--Americas 1314 2 2 Immigration
april27.0 2395398333 Reopening_Has_Begun._No_One_Is_Sure_What_Happens_NextCasselman,_Ben 2020-04-27 News Business--Economy 1595 2 2
april27.1 2395399105 Large,_Troubled_Companies_Got_Bailout_Money_in_Small-Business_Loan_ProgramSilver-Greenberg,_Jessica;_Enrich,_David;_Drucker,_Jesse;_Cowley,_Stacy 2020-04-27 News Business 1874 1 2
april27.2 2395399114 How_Las_Vegas_Became_Ground_Zero_for_the_American_Jobs_CrisisTavernise,_Sabrina 2020-04-27 News U.S. 1985 2 2
april28.0 2396046516 Job_or_Health?_Restarting_the_Economy_Threatens_to_Worsen_Economic_InequalityTankersley,_Jim 2020-04-28 News Business--Economy 1772 2 2
april28.1 2395348693 Married_to_an_Immigrant_Without_ Dickerson,_Caitlin 2020-04-28 News U.S. 1448 2 2 Immigration
april28.2 2396046459 Peacocks_and_Vultures_Are_Circling_the_Deficit Krugman,_Paul_ 2020-04-28 Commentary Opinion 926 2 2
april29.0 2395440746 Oil_Crash_and_Virus_Batter_Houston's_EconomyFernandez,_Manny;_Montgomery,_David 2020-04-29 News A 1754 2 2 Oil_Industry
april29.1 2396457281 As_States_Push_to_Reopen,_Business_Leaders_Say_Not_So_FastGelles,_David;_Kelly,_Kate;_Yaffe-Bellany,_David_ 2020-04-29 News Business 1325 4 2 Reopen_Economy
april29.2 2396462454 Investors_Bet_Giant_Companies_Will_Dominate_After_CrisisPhillips,_Matt_ 2020-04-29 News Business 999 1 4
april29.3 2396023769 Elite_Prep_Schools,_Set_Back_by_Virus,_Face_a_Quandary_on_Federal_AidProtess,_Ben;_McCabe,_David 2020-04-29 News U.S. 1669 4 2 Federal_Aid
april29.4 2396465503 It’s_Not_Enough_to_‘Get_Back_to_Normal’ Rice,_Susan_E 2020-04-29 Commentary Opinion 922 4 3 Reopen_Economy
april29.5 2396465337 Businesses_Seek_Sweeping_Shield_From_Pandemic_Liability_Before_They_ReopenTankersley,_Jim;_Savage,_Charlie 2020-04-29 News Business 1709 4 2 Business_Lawsuits
april29.6 2396023765 With_Little_Hesitation,_Struggling_News_Outlets_Accept_Federal_AidTracy,_Marc 2020-04-29 News Business 1112 4 4 Federal_Aid
april30.0 2396087123 100_Days,_1_Million_Cases Taylor,_Bryson_Derrick 2020-04-30 News A 333 4 2 GDP
april30.1 2396085757 Economy_Shrinks_at_Quickest_Pace_Since_2008_PlungeCasselman,_Ben 2020-04-30 News A 1656 4 2 GDP
april30.2 2396397741 Billions_in_Clean_Energy_Loans_Go_Unused_as_Coronavirus_Ravages_EconomyFriedman,_Lisa 2020-04-30 News B 874 4 2 Federal_Aid
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Appendix C: Excel Data  

Month of May 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

may1.0 2397088063 A_Texas-Size_Reopening_Has_Many_Wondering:_Too_Much_or_Not_Enough?Fernandez,_Manny;_Montgomery,_David 2020-05-01 News U.S. 1743 4 2 Reopen_Local_Economy
may1.1 2396558934 Crashing_Economy,_Rising_Stocks:_What's_Going_On? Krugman,_Paul_ 2020-05-01 Commentary A 914 1 3
may1.2 2397127295 Think_Twice,_Mnuchin_Tells_Prep_Schools_Seeking_Virus_LoansProtess,_Ben;_McCabe,_David 2020-05-01 News A 945 4 2 Federal_Aid
may1.3 2397088061 Your_Life_or_Your_Livelihood:_Americans_Wrestle_With_Impossible_Choice_Tavernise,_Sabrina;_Healy,_Jack;_Bogel-Burroughs,_Nicholas 2020-05-01 News U.S. 1682 2 4
may4.0 2397915159 Cuomo’s_N.Y._Reopening_Plan:_10_Regions,_4_Phases,_Many_CaveatsMcKinley,_Jesse 2020-05-04 News U.S. 1289 4 2 Reopen_Local_Economy
may4.1 2397942463 Lawmakers_Ask_IRS_to_Help_Companies_That_Keep_Paying_Health_BenefitsTankersley,_Jim_ 2020-05-04 News Business 543 2 4
may5.0 2397977583 Outrage_Could_Endanger_the_Economy Irwin,_Neil_ 2020-05-05 News B 1262 3 2
may5.1 2398377265 Private_Equity,_Lobbying_the_U.S._for_Help,_Is_Mostly_Hearing_‘No’Kelly,_Kate;_Eavis,_Peter_ 2020-05-05 News B 1349 1 4
may5.2 2398321055 Coronavirus_Exposes_a_GOP_Divide:_Is_the_Market_Always_Supreme?_Peters,_Jeremy_W_ 2020-05-05 News A 1088 4 4 Economic_Policy
may5.3 2399013376 A_Family_Business_Survived_One_Pandemic._It’s_Determined_to_Do_It_Again.Schwartz,_Nelson_D_ 2020-05-05 News A 1607 2 1
may5.4 2399012900 As_Trump_Pushes_to_Reopen,_Government_Sees_Virus_Toll_Nearly_DoublingSheryl_Gay_Stolberg;_Sullivan,_Eileen 2020-05-05 News A 1674 4 2 Reopen_Economy
may6.0 2399573880 In_the_Race_for_a_Coronavirus_Vaccine,_We_Must_Go_Big._Really,_Really_Big.Athey,_Susan;_Kremer,_Michael;_Snyder,_Christopher;_Tabarrok,_Alex 2020-05-06 Commentary Opinion 1244 4 1 Economic_Policy
may6.1 2398878439 The_New_York_Times_Tops_6_Million_Subscribers_as_Ad_Revenue_PlummetsTracy,_Marc_ 2020-05-06 News B 1103 4 4 NYT_Revenue
may7.0 2400016222 Biden_Camp_Finds_Selling_Point_in_Ailing_Economy:_His_Work_on_2009_RecoveryThrush,_Glenn 2020-05-07 News U.S.--Politics 2449 4 4 Economic_Policy
may7.1 2399551645 Government_Orders_Alone_Didn’t_Close_theEconomy._They_Probably_Can’t_Reopen_It._Badger,_Emily;_Parlapiano,_Alicia_ 2020-05-07 News The_Upshot 1420 4 4 Reopen_Local_Economy
may7.2 2399551643 The_Results_Are_In_for_the_Sharing_Economy._They_Are_Ugly.Conger,_Kate;_Griffith,_Erin 2020-05-07 News B 1218 3 2
may7.3 2400016653 Fatigue_Is_Here,_but_the_Economic_Fight_Is_Just_BeginningGoolsbee,_Austan_ 2020-05-07 News Business 1175 2 2
may7.4 2399358054 Jobless_Aid_Fuels_Partisan_Divide_Over_Next_Pandemic_Rescue_PackageHulse,_Carl_ 2020-05-07 News U.S.--Politics 1492 2 2
may7.5 2399551637 For_Latinos_and_COVID-19,_Doctors_are_Seeing_an_‘Alarming’_DisparityJordan,_Miriam;_Oppel,_Richard_A,_Jr_ 2020-05-07 News A 2057 4 2 Farmwork
may7.6 2399551635 As_Governors_Urge_Caution_on_Reopening,_GOP_Lawmakers_RebelRobertson,_Campbell_ 2020-05-07 News A 1169 2 2
may7.7 2399358061 As_Restaurants_Remain_Shuttered,_U.S._Cities_Fear_the_FutureSteinhauer,_Jennifer;_Wells,_Pete 2020-05-07 News A 1825 2 2 Restaurant_Industry
may8.0 2399952818 Paid_Leave_Law_Tries_to_Help_Millions_in_Crisis._Many_Haven’t_Heard_of_ItClaire_Cain_Miller;_Tankersley,_Jim_ 2020-05-08 News B 1262 2 2 Paid_Leave
may8.1 2399999896 Trump_Praises_Barr_for_Dropping_Charges_Against_FlynnCrowley,_Michael_ 2020-05-08 News U.S.--Politics 1047 4 4 Campaign_Economy
may11.0 2401493336 The_Airline_Business_Is_Terrible._It_Will_Probably_Get_Even_Worse.Chokshi,_Niraj 2020-05-11 News Business 1640 2 2 Airline_Industry
may11.1 2400582212 As_Banks_Stumble_in_Delivering_Aid,_Congress_Weighs_Other_OptionsFlitter,_Emily;_Cochrane,_Emily 2020-05-11 News B 1328 2 2
may11.2 2401494797 Small_Clubs_Are_Where_Rock_History_Is_Made._How_Many_Will_Survive?Sisario,_Ben_ 2020-05-11 News Arts-Music 1476 2 2 Concert_Industry
may11.3 2401494799 Pork_Chops_vs._People:_Battling_Coronavirus_in_an_Iowa_Meat_PlantSwanson,_Ana;_Yaffe-Bellany,_David;_Corkery,_Michael 2020-05-11 News Business--Economy 2075 4 2 Meat_Industry
may11.4 2401494689 As_Job_Losses_Mount,_Lawmakers_Face_a_Make-_or-Break_MomentTankersley,_Jim 2020-05-11 News Business 1764 2 2
may12.0_ 2402172511 G.O.P._Split_Over_State_Aid_That_Could_Mostly_Go_to_Democratic_StrongholdsCochrane,_Emily_ 2020-05-12 News U.S.--Politics 1687 4 4 Federal_Aid
may12.1 2401484224 Trump_Is_Courting_Black_Voters._His_Failures_on_the_Virus_Are_a_ProblemHaberman,_Maggie;_Karni,_Annie_ 2020-05-12 News A 1506 4 2 Campaign_Economy
may12.2 2402173103 Why_Economic_Pain_Could_Persist_Even_After_the_Pandemic_Is_ContainedIrwin,_Neil_ 2020-05-12 News The_Upshot 1343 2 2
may12.3 2401453062 Immigrants_With_Work_Visas,_Suddenly_Jobless,Must_Leave_U.S._if_They_Aren’t_Rehired_[WithgraphicJordan,_Miriam 2020-05-12 News U.S. 1379 2 2
may12.4 2402175189 McDonald’s_Workers_in_Denmark_Pity_Us Kristof,_Nicholas_ 2020-05-12 Commentary Opinion--Sunday_Review 2354 2 2
may12.5 2402172167 Repeat_After_Me:_The_Markets_Are_Not_the_Economy Phillips,_Matt_ 2020-05-12 News Business 1258 1 2
may13.0 2402161239 In_Bid_for_Party_Unity,_Biden_Moves_Beyond_Restoring_the_Pre-Trump_EraGlueck,_Katie;_Herndon,_Astead_W 2020-05-13 News A 1411 4 4 Campaign_Economy
may13.1 2402623022 How_to_Create_a_Pandemic_Depression Krugman,_Paul 2020-05-13 Commentary Opinion 927 2 2
may13.2 2402622913 Reopening_Prompts_New_Agitation_Over_Workers’_Virus_ExposureScheiber,_Noam 2020-05-13 News Business--Economy 1275 4 4 Reopen_Economy
may14.0 2402669549‘Rolling_Shock’_as_Job_Losses_Mount_Even_With_Reopenings Cohen,_Patricia;_Hsu,_Tiffany 2020-05-14 News A 1443 2 2
may14.1 2403185494 The_Spaces_That_Make_Cities_Fairer_and_More_Resilientde_Monchaux,_Nicholas_ 2020-05-14 Commentary Opinion 1639 4 3 Urbanism
may14.2 2403185480 As_States_Rush_to_Reopen,_Scientists_Fear_a_Coronavirus_ComebackMcNeil,_Donald_G,_Jr 2020-05-14 Health News 2664 4 2 Reopen_Economy
may15.0 2403119919 DeVos_Funnels_Coronavirus_Relief_Funds_toFavored_Private_and_Religious_SchoolsGreen,_Erica_L_ 2020-05-15 News A 1721 4 2 Federal_Aid
may15.1 2403148066 Young_Adults_Take_Refuge_in_Parents’_Empty_Nests Hsu,_Tiffany 2020-05-15 News Style 1533 4 3 Lifestyle
may15.2 2403148071 With_Go-Slow_Approach,_Republicans_RiskPolitical_Blowback_on_Pandemic_AidHulse,_Carl_ 2020-05-15 News A 1335 2 2
may16.0 2403231450 Gloomy_Week_as_Investors_Assess_Economy Phillips,_Matt 2020-05-16 News B 604 1 2
may17.0 2403775728 Seeking:_Big_Democratic_Ideas_That_Make_Everything_BetterBurns,_Alexander 2020-05-17 News A 2152 4 2 Campaign_Economy
may17.1 2404178132 For_a_City_Already_in_a_‘Death_Spiral,’_What’s_After_Lockdown?Casey,_Nicholas 2020-05-17 News U.S.--Politics 2006 2 2
may17.2 2404178097 Poor_Americans_Hit_Hardest_by_Job_Losses_Amid_Lockdowns,_Fed_SaysSmialek,_Jeanna 2020-05-17 News Business--Economy 911 2 2
may18.0 2404485394 Trump_Is_Following_in_Herbert_Hoover’s_Footsteps Bouie,_Jamelle 2020-05-18 Commentary Opinion 1065 3 2
may19.0 2405100767 Facing_Adulthood_With_an_Economic_Disaster’s_Lasting_ScarsPorter,_Eduardo;_Yaffe-Bellany,_David 2020-05-19 News Business--Economy 1850 4 2 Job_Market
may19.1 2404231800 Wary_Treasury_May_Constrain_Economy's_RiseSmialek,_Jeanna;_Rappeport,_Alan 2020-05-19 News A 1874 4 2 Treasury_
may19.2 2405101531 G.D.P._Doesn’t_Credit_Social_Distancing,_but_It_ShouldWolfers,_Justin_ 2020-05-19 News Business 1227 4 1 Reopen_Economy
may20.0_ 2404705082 As_Reopening_Starts,_Americans_Expect_Recovery_to_Take_YearsCasselman,_Ben;_Tankersley,_Jim_ 2020-05-20 News B 1411 2 2
may20.1 2404705084 Coronavirus_Shut_Down_the_‘Experience_Economy.’_Can_It_Come_Back?Gelles,_David 2020-05-20 News B 1549 4 2 Experience_Economy
may20.3 2404516724 Economy_Risking_Long-Term_Scars,_Top_Officials_SayRappeport,_Alan;_Smialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-05-20 News A 1710 3 2
may20.4 2404705085 Fed_Is_Wary_About_the_Post-Pandemic_Economy,_April_Minutes_ShowSmialek,_Jeanna 2020-05-20 News B 960 2 2
may21.0 2405430990 In_Michigan_Visit,_Trump_Forgoes_Criticism_andTalks_About_the_Economy_and_the_FloodKarni,_Annie_ 2020-05-21 News A 855 4 2 Reopen_Economy
may21.1 2405758170 All_50_States_Are_Now_Reopening._But_at_What_Cost?Mervosh,_Sarah;_Harmon,_Amy_ 2020-05-21 News U.S. 1520 4 2 Reopen_Economy
may21.2 2405013937 Despite_Bad_Economy,_Recruiters_for_Military_Struggle_to_Meet_GoalsSteinhauer,_Jennifer 2020-05-21 News A 1305 4 3 Military_
may24.0 2406396330 With_Unemployment_Expected_to_Reach_20%,_Senators_Take_a_VacationThe_Editorial_Board 2020-05-24 Editorial Opinion 918 2 2
may24.1 2406392332 Rock-Bottom_Interest_Rates_May_Be_Here_to_Stay Smialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-05-24 News Business--Economy 1498 2 2
may25.0 2406728004 ‘Working_People_Want_Real_Change’:_A_Union_Chief_Sounds_Off_on_the_CrisisGelles,_David_ 2020-05-25 News Business 1790 4 2 Workplace_Treatment
may25.1 2406727998 The_Coronavirus_Is_Deadliest_Where_Democrats_LiveMedina,_Jennifer;_Gebeloff,_Robert 2020-05-25 News U.S.--Politics 2033 4 2 Local_Economies
may25.2 2406727979 Pay_Cuts_Become_a_Tool_for_Some_Companies_to_Avoid_LayoffsSchwartz,_Nelson_D 2020-05-25 News Business--Economy 1628 3 2
may26.0 2406436483 California_Rushed_to_Save_Lives._Now_It_Must_Save_Its_Economy.Arango,_Tim;_Fuller,_Thomas 2020-05-26 News A 1825 2 2
may26.1 2406677481 Fitness_Trainers_Reimagine_Their_Business_Model_During_the_PandemicHanc,_John 2020-05-26 News Business 1825 4 1 Gym_Industry
may26.2 2406653660 Inside_the_Dizzying_Effort_to_Pitch_Trump_to_Black_Voters_Karni,_Annie 2020-05-26 News A 1394 2 2
may27.0 2407100036 As_a_Federal_Coronavirus_Expert_Frets,_the_Capital_Moves_to_Reopen_Steinhauer,_Jennifer 2020-05-27 News A 1203 4 4 Reopen_Local_Economy
may27.1 2406985298 Should_the_Child_Care_Industry_Get_a_Bailout? _Miller,_Cain_Claire 2020-05-27 News B 1321 4 2 Federal_Aid
may27.2 2407007480 Cheered_by_Private_Schools,_DeVos_Demands_Public_Education_Shares_Pandemic_AidGreen,_Erica_L_. 2020-05-27 News A 1464 4 2 Federal_Aid
may28.0 2407379137 House_Overwhelmingly_Approves_Revisions_to_Small_Business_ProgramCochrane,_Emily_ 2020-05-28 News A 1097 4 4 Federal_Aid
may28.1 2407379136 ‘Still_Catching_Up’:_Jobless_Numbers_May_Not_Tell_Full_StoryCohen,_Patricia 2020-05-28 News B 1342 2 2
may28.2 2407682404 Why_Is_the_Fed_Spending_So_Much_Money_on_a_Dying_Industry?_Raskin,_Bloom_Sarah 2020-05-28 Commentary Opinion 864 4 3 Energy_Industry
may28.3 2407379147 Biden’s_Testing_Strategy_Sets_Up_a_Clear_Contrast_With_Trump_on_the_CoronaviruStolberg,_Gay_Sheryl___ 2020-05-28 News U.S.--Politics 1756 4 3 Campaign_Economy
may29.0 2407646478 Virus_Forces_New_York_City_to_Consider_Tactic_That_Nearly_Led_to_Ruin_in_’75Ferré-Sadurní,_Luis;_Mays,_Jeffery_C;_McKinley,_Jesse_ 2020-05-29 News A 1784 3 2
may29.1 2407609493 As_Day_Care_Centers_Reopen,_Will_Parents_Send_Their_Children?Goldstein,_Dana;_Bosman,_Julie 2020-05-29 News A 1251 2 4 Childcare
may29.2 2407657041 When_Voters_Discuss_Coronavirus,_They’re_Really_Talking_About_TrumpRussonello,_Giovanni 2020-05-29 News U.S. 1113 3 2
may29.3 2407668530 Social_Security_Is_Worth_More_Than_You_Think_but_Needs_Your_HelpSommer,_Jeff_ 2020-05-29 News Business 1226 4 3 Social_Security
may30.0 2407710161 Fed_Crossed_'Lines'_to_Aid_Economy,_Powell_Says Smialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-05-30 News B 600 2 4
may31.0 2408367324 Millions_Relying_on_Pandemic_Aid_Can_See_Its_End,_and_They’re_ScaredCasselman,_Ben 2020-05-31 News Business--Economy 1669 2 2
may31.1 2407950843 Two_Crises_Convulse_a_Nation:_A_Pandemic_and_Police_ViolenceHealy,_Jack;_Searcey,_Dionne_ 2020-05-31 News A 1485 2 2
may31.2 2408364209 Forget_Swooshes_and_V’s._The_Economy’s_Future_Is_a_Question_Mark.Smialek,_Jeanna 2020-05-31 News Business--Economy 1463 4 4 Economic_Forecast
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Appendix C: Excel Data  

Month of June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

june1.0_ 2408679613 How_We_Broke_the_World Friedman,_Thomas_L_ 2020-06-01 Commentary Opinion--Sunday_Review 3143 1 2
june2.0 2408436303 Pandemic_to_Carve_$16_Trillion_Out_of_American_Economy_Over_10_YearsCochrane,_Emily_ 2020-06-02 News A 878 4 2 Federal_Aid
june3.0 2409185684 Senate_Gives_Final_Approval_to_Revisions_to_Small-Business_ProgramCochrane,_Emily_ 2020-06-03 News A 610 4 4 Federal_Aid
june3.1 2408877683 Pandemic_Could_Scar_a_Generation_of_Working_MothersCohen,_Patricia;_Hsu,_Tiffany 2020-06-03 News B 1687 2 2
june3.2 2408948937 Fed_Expands_Municipal_Bond_Program,_Opening_Door_to_Some_Smaller_CitiesSmialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-06-03 News Business--Economy 666 4 4 The_Fed
june4.0_ 2409406087 Trump,_Citing_Pandemic,_Moves_to_Weaken_Two_Key_Environmental_ProtectionsDavenport,_Coral;_Friedman,_Lisa_ 2020-06-04 News A 1470 4 2 Energy_Industry
june4.1 2409232028 Workers_Fearful_of_the_Coronavirus_Are_Getting_Fired_and_Losing_Their_BenefitsHealy,_Jack 2020-06-04 News A 1632 2 2
june4.2 2409351769 Economic_Strain_Persists_Even_as_Businesses_ReopenHsu,_Tiffany;_Schwartz,_Nelson_D 2020-06-04 News B 1438 2 2
june5.0 2409731380 Home_Prices_Are_Rising,_Along_With_Post-_Lockdown_Demand_Carrns,_Ann 2020-06-05 News B 1475 4 4 Housing_Market
june5.1 2409731383 Biden_Warns_Trump_Against_Declaring_the_Economic_Crisis_OverGlueck,_Katie 2020-06-05 News A 1043 2 2
june5.2 2409731375 Why_Aren’t_We_All_Talking_About_Breonna_Taylor?Gupta,_Alisha_Haridasani 2020-06-05 News U.S. 1168 2 2
june5.3 2409763366 Don’t_Lose_the_Thread._The_Economy_IsExperiencing_an_Epic_Collapse_of_DemandIrwin,_Neil 2020-06-05 News BU 1784 3 3
june5.4 2409802493 Trump’s_False_Claim_That_‘Nobody_Has_EverDone’_More_for_the_Black_Community_Than_HeHas_Qiu,_Linda 2020-06-05 News A 1138 2 4
june7.0 2410536888 Why_the_Stock_Market_Just_Doesn’t_Care Sommer,_Jeff 2020-06-07 News Business 1217 3 3
june8.0 2410888021 Tenants’_Troubles_Put_Stress_on_Commercial_Real_EstateDougherty,_Conor;_Eavis,_Peter 2020-06-08 News Business--Economy 1424 4 2 Real_Estate
june9.0 2410596411 Virus_Briefing The_New_York_Times 2020-06-09 News B 496 4 4 The_Fed
june9.1 2410881570 AMC_Says_‘Almost_All’_U.S._Theaters_Will_Reopen_in_JulyBarnes,_Brooks 2020-06-09 News B 963 4 4 Theater_Industry
june9.2 2411344749 Will_the_Jobs_Report_Destroy_Jobs? Krugman,_Paul 2020-06-09 Commentary Opinion 944 2 3
june9.3 2411345199 Farmers_Get_Billions_in_Virus_Aid,_and_Democrats_Are_WaryLaFraniere,_Sharon_ 2020-06-09 News U.S.--Politics 1910 4 2 Farming
june9.4 2411324278 Central_Bankers_Have_Crossed_Bright_Lines_to_Aid_EconomiesSmialek,_Jeanna;_Ewing,_Jack 2020-06-09 News Business--Economy 1517 4 2 The_Fed
june10.0 2411128587 How’s_the_Economy_Doing?_Watch_the_Dentists Kliff,_Sarah 2020-06-10 News B 1106 2 2 Dentist
june10.1 2411219854 Pandemic-Stricken_Schools_Tell_Senate_They_Need_Help_to_ReopenGreen,_Erica_L_ 2020-06-10 News U.S.--Politics 1119 2 2 Schools
june11.0 2411417726 Virus_Briefing The_New_York_Times 2020-06-11 News B 632 1 1
june11.1 2411417713 Coronavirus_Update Barron,_James 2020-06-11 News A 1106 4 2 The_Fed
june11.2 2411808467 With_Jobless_Benefits_Set_to_Lapse,_Congress_Is_at_Odds_Over_an_ExtensionCochrane,_Emily;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-06-11 News A 1304 2 4
june11.3 2411696501 Biden’s_Brain_Trust_on_the_Economy:_Liberal_and_Sworn_to_SilenceTankersley,_Jim;_Kaplan,_Thomas_ 2020-06-11 News A 1762 4 4 Campaign_Economy_
june12.0 2412319815 Companies_Push_for_Virus_Legal_Protection,_Prompting_Worker_ConcernSwanson,_Ana;_Rappeport,_Alan_ 2020-06-12 News A 2050 4 2 Liability_
june13.0 2412644115 Living_on_Free_Land Krueger,_Alyson 2020-06-13 News RE 1994 4 1 Lifestyle
june14.0 2412672038 Big_Tech,_Eager_To_Get_Bigger,_Seizes_Moment Isaac,_Mike_ 2020-06-14 News A 1555 4 2 Tech_Venture_Capital_Fund
june14.1 2413233088 On_the_Future,_Americans_Can_Agree:_It_Doesn’t_Look_GoodLerer,_Lisa;_Umhoefer,_Dave 2020-06-14 News U.S.--Politics 1877 2 2
june15.0 2413224490 To_Gain_Public’s_Trust,_Should_Members_of_Congress_Stop_Trading_Stock?Fandos,_Nicholas 2020-06-15 News A 1350 1 4
june16.0 2413726953 After_Federal_Crackdown_on_Protests,_House_Will_Vote_on_Making_D.C._a_StateCochrane,_Emily_ 2020-06-16 News U.S.--Politics 805 4 4 Local_Economy_
june16.1 2413616461 Don’t_Cheer_Too_Soon._Keep_an_Eye_on_the_Core_Jobless_Rate.Kolko,_Jed 2020-06-16 News The_Upshot_ 881 2 2
june17.0 2414025920 The_Rich_Cut_Their_Spending._That_Has_Hurt_All_the_Workers_Who_Count_on_ItBadger,_Emily;_Parlapiano,_Alicia 2020-06-17 News B 1992 2 2
june17.1 2414571431 Retail_Sales_Rebounded_in_May,_but_the_Road_Back_Is_LongCorkery,_Michael;_Maheshwari,_Sapna_ 2020-06-17 News A 1621 1 3
june17.2 2414176100 U.S._Withdraws_From_Global_Digital_Tax_TalksRappeport,_Alan;_Swanson,_Ana;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-06-17 News B 889 4 4 Tax
june17.3 2414176150 Coronavirus_Economy_Especially_Harsh_for_Transgender_People_Scott,_James 2020-06-17 News F 1436 2 4
june17.4 2414111230 Trump_Trade_Official_Defends_China_Deal_and_Criticizes_the_WTOSwanson,_Ana 2020-06-17 News B 822 4 2 Trade
june18.0_ 2414552852 How_Reparations_for_Slavery_Became_a_2020_Campaign_Issue_Goldberg,_Emma_ 2020-06-18 News ST 1657 4 4 Reparations
june18.1 2414911465 Minneapolis_Fed_President_Says_Systemic_Racism_Hurts_the_EconomySmialek,_Jeanna 2020-06-18 News Business--Economy 1472 2 4
june19.1 2414903406 How_a_Raise_for_Workers_Can_Be_a_Win_for_EverybodyJayachandran,_Seema_ 2020-06-19 News BU 1036 4 4 Wages
june19.2 2414903408 Businesses_Brace_for_Possible_Limits_on_Foreign_Worker_VisasJordan,_Miriam_ 2020-06-19 News A 1508 2 4 Immigration
june19.3 2414903404 Trump’s_Trade_Appeals_to_China_Still_Left_Farmers_ReelingSwanson,_Ana;_Rappeport,_Alan 2020-06-19 News B_ 1482 4 2 Farming
june21.0 2415569677 Why_Japan’s_Jobless_Rate_Is_Just_2.6%_While_the_U.S.’s_Has_SoaredDooley,_Ben;_Ueno,_Hisako 2020-06-21 News Business 1401 2 3
june22.0_ 2416035554 Vast_Federal_Aid_Has_Capped_Rise_in_Poverty,_Studies_FindDeParle,_Jason 2020-06-22 News U.S.--Politics 2004 2 2
june22.1 2415563745 Why_a_Rotting_Green_Bay_Boardwalk_May_Help_Solve_America’s_Jobs_CrisisMcCabe,_David 2020-06-22 News B 1327 2 3
june22.2 2415434893 What’s_Gotten_Into_the_Price_of_Cheese? Phillips,_Matt 2020-06-22 News B 987 4 1 Cheese_Market
june22.3 2415563750 GOP_Faces_Risk_From_Push_to_Repeal_Health_Law_During_Pandemic_Sheryl_Gay_Stolberg 2020-06-22 News A 1582 4 4 Economic_Policy
june22.4 2416035131 How_to_Avoid_a_‘Rich_Man’s_Recovery’ Wu,_Tim 2020-06-22 Commentary Opinion 743 3 3
june23.0 2415859368 How_Biden_Is_Catching_Up_to_the_Trump_Money_‘Juggernaut’Goldmacher,_Shane 2020-06-23 News A 1752 4 4 Campaign_Fundraising
june23.1 2416733654 New_Hope_for_White-Collar_Job_Seekers?_It_Depends_on_the_JobSchwartz,_Nelson_D 2020-06-23 News Business--Economy 1477 2 3 White_Collar
june25.0 2417019838 $1_Billion_In_Government_Coronavirus_Payments_Went_To_Dead_PeopleKaplan,_Sheila 2020-06-25 News U.S.--Politics 609 4 4 Federal_Aid
june25.1 2417205179 Still_Reeling_From_Oil_Plunge,_Texas_Faces_New_Threat:_Surge_in_Virus_CasesKrauss,_Clifford 2020-06-25 News B 1497 2 2
june25.3 2416807207 Global_Economic_Dip_Is_Worse_Than_Thought Rappeport,_Alan 2020-06-25 News B 1224 4 4 Economic_Forecast
june26.1 2417642770 In_Historic_Vote,_House_Approves_Statehood_for_the_District_of_ColumbiaCochrane,_Emily 2020-06-26 News A 1093 4 2 Local_Economy_
june26.2 2417232326 Trump_Back_In_Wisconsin,_Its_Economy_Now_WiltedShear,_Michael_D 2020-06-26 News A 781 2 2
june26.3 2417642768 Starting_Bonus_for_a_Laundry_Worker:_How_aBeach_Town_Wrestles_With_Jobless_BenefitsSmialek,_Jeanna;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-06-26 News B 1799 2 4
june26.4 2417695054The_Market_Partied_Like_It_Was_1932 Sommer,_Jeff_ 2020-06-26 News Business 1082 1 3
june28.0 2418450859 The_Jobs_We_Need The_Editorial_Board 2020-06-28 Commentary Opinion 2769 3 3
june29.0 2417954035 An_Economy_on_Hold Edelheit,_Eve;_Barnes,_Brooks 2020-06-29 News B 722 2 4
june29.1 2418143768 Trump’s_Self-Inflicted_Wound:_Losing_Swing_Voters_As_He_Plays_to_His_BaseNagourney,_Adam_ 2020-06-29 News A 1865 4 4 Campaign_Economy_
june30.0 2419205803 How_Americans_Feel_About_the_Country_Right_Now:_Anxious._Hopeful.Lerer,_Lisa;_Plott,_Elaina;_Lazaro_Gamio_2020-06-30 News U.S.--Politics 1618 2 3
june30.1 2418819318 Paycheck_Program_Ends_With_$130_BillionUnspent,_and_Uncertainty_AheadCowley,_Stacy 2020-06-30 News B 1315 2 2
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Month of July 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

july1.0 2419160257 ‘Sitting_on_Millions_of_Dollars’_and_Dying_to_Blow_It:_Not_This_July_4Creswell,_Julie_ 2020-07-01 News Business 1484 4 2 Firework_Industry

july1.1 2419160254 Black_Families_Were_Hit_Hard_by_the_Pandemic.The_Effects_on_Children_May_Be_Lasting.Glass,_Kelly_ 2020-07-01 News Parenting_ 1516 2 2

july1.2 2419552167 We_Socialize_Bailouts._We_Should_Socialize_Successes,_Too.Mazzucato,_Mariana 2020-07-01 Commentary Opinion 1298 1 3

july2.0 2419780182 Who_Will_Recover_Faster_From_the_Virus?_Europe_or_the_U.S.?Erlanger,_Steven 2020-07-02 News World--Europe 1454 2 2

july2.1 2419476832 In_the_COVID-19_Economy,_You_Can_Have_a_Kid_or_a_Job._You_Can’t_Have_Both.Perelman,_Deb_ 2020-07-02 News BU 1978 4 2 Lifestyle

july2.2 2419278812 The_Fed_Sets_Out_Reasons_to_Worry_About_the_EconomySmialek,_Jeanna 2020-07-02 News B 886 3 2

july2.3 2419780010 As_New_NAFTA_Takes_Effect,_Much_Remains_Undone Swanson,_Ana 2020-07-02 News Business--Economy 1606 4 4 Trade

july2.4 2419452815 Congress_Eyes_More_Spending_as_Virus_Surges_and_Economy_StrugglesTankersley,_Jim;_Cochrane,_Emily 2020-07-02 News B 1253 2 4

july3.0 2419600869 Trump's_Virus_Is_Spreading,_and_His_Economy_Is_StallingKrugman,_Paul_ 2020-07-03 Commentary Opinion 900 2 2

july5.0 2420335051 America_Needs_Some_Repairs._Here’s_Where_to_Start.The_Editorial_Board 2020-07-05 Commentary Opinion--Sunday_Review 2103 2 3

july5.1 2420335083 The_Neoliberal_Looting_of_America Baradaran,_Mehrsa_ 2020-07-05 Commentary Opinion 1345 3 2

july6.0 2420903675 Employer-Based_Health_Care,_Meet_Massive_UnemploymentInterlandi,_Jeneen 2020-07-06 Commentary Opinion--Sunday_Review 1663 2 2

july7.0 2420893462 Consumer_Bureau_Scraps_Restrictions_on_Payday_Loans Cowley,_Stacy 2020-07-07 News B 672 4 3 Consumerism

july7.1 2421244553 European_Workers_Draw_Paychecks._American_Workers_Scrounge_for_Food.Goodman,_Peter_S;_Cohen,_Patricia;_Chaundler,_Rachel_2020-07-07 News Business--Economy 1791 2 2

july7.2 2421244601 A_Million_Jobs_Lost:_A_‘Heart_Attack’_for_the_N.Y.C._EconomyMcGeehan,_Patrick 2020-07-07 News A 1495 2 2

july7.3 2421244800 Investors_Start_to_Ask:_What_if_Biden_Becomes_President?Phillips,_Matt 2020-07-07 News Business 1098 1 3

july7.4 2420464502 De_Blasio_Plots_Limited_Return_To_Classrooms Shapiro,_Eliza 2020-07-07 News A 1621 4 2 Schools_

july8.0 2421631973 Maybe_This_Isn’t_Such_a_Good_Time_to_Prosecute_a_Culture_WarBouie,_Jamelle_ 2020-07-08 Commentary Opinion 1307 4 2 Campaign_Economy_

july8.1 2421192909 Joe_Biden_and_Bernie_Sanders_Deepen_Their_CooperationEmber,_Sydney 2020-07-08 News A 1466 4 4 Campaign_Economy_

july8.2 2421158906 Puerto_Rico,_Still_Reeling_From_Old_Disasters,_Is_Slammed_by_COVID-19Rosa,_Alejandra;_Robles,_Frances 2020-07-08 News A 1720 2 2

july9.0 2421613344 Hiring_Outlook_Remains_Dim,_With_‘Scarring_in_the_Economy’Cohen,_Patricia;_Casselman,_Ben 2020-07-09 News B 1574 2 2

july9.1 2421518785 Warehouse_Workers_in_a_Bind_as_Virus_Spikes_in_Southern_CaliforniaCowan,_Jill_ 2020-07-09 News A 1881 4 2 Local_Economy_

july9.2 2421518614 As_Trump_Pushes_Reopening,_Schools_Are_Struggling_to_Meet_the_CostsGoldstein,_Dana 2020-07-09 News A 1837 4 2 Federal_Aid_

july9.3 2421296618 Pipeline_Projects_Crash_Into_Legal_Roadblocks_And_a_Rocky_EconomyTabuchi,_Hiroko;_Plumer,_Brad 2020-07-09 News A 1784 4 4 Energy_Industry

july9.4 2422267712 Borders_Won’t_Protect_Your_Country_From_CoronavirusRubin,_Robert_E;_Miliband,_David 2020-07-09 Commentary Opinion 974 4 3 Federal_Aid_

july10.0 2422092435 Delayed_by_Virus,_Tax_Day_Is_Almost_Here Carrns,_Ann. 2020-07-10 News B 1085 4 4 Taxes

july10.1 2421971831 Trump_Is_Selling_White_Grievance._The_Suburbs_Aren’t_Buying_It.Glueck,_Katie 2020-07-10 News A 1880 4 2 Campaign_Economy_

july10.2 2421696365 Biden_Puts_Economy_at_the_Center_of_His_AttackGoldmacher,_Shane;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-10 News A 1528 1 2

july11.0 2422437484 Fear_and_Anger_as_Teachers_Feel_Pressure_to_Return_to_ClassGoldstein,_Dana;_Shapiro,_Eliza_ 2020-07-11 News A 1674 4 2 Schools_

july12.0 2422512490 The_Week_in_Business:_What_a_Biden_Economy_Could_Look_LikeCowles,_Charlotte_ 2020-07-12 News BU 798 4 2 Campaign_Economy_

july12.1 2423338401 California,_After_Riding_a_Boom,_Braces_for_Hard_TimesDougherty,_Conor 2020-07-12 News Business--Economy 1491 2 2

july13.0 2423231603 Los_Angeles_and_San_Diego_Schools_to_Go_Online-_Only_in_The_FallHubler,_Shawn;_Goldstein,_Dana 2020-07-13 News A 1518 4 4 Federal_Aid_

july13.1 2423654891 It’s_2022._What_Does_Life_Look_Like? Leonhardt,_David_ 2020-07-13 Commentary Opinion--Sunday_Review_ 2776 4 3 Economic_Forecast

july13.2 2423103435 The_Pandemic_Has_Accelerated_Demands_for_a_More_Skilled_WorkforceLohr,_Steve 2020-07-13 News B 1794 4 1 Employment_

july14.0 2423639301 Dunford_Bows_Out_of_Search_for_Virus_Oversight_Chair,_Leaving_it_LeaderlessBroadwater,_Luke 2020-07-14 News U.S. 1179 4 2 Federal_Aid_

july14.1 2423964717 ‘I_Can’t_Keep_Doing_This:’_Small-Business_Owners_Are_Giving_UpFlitter,_Emily 2020-07-14 News Business 1488 2 2

july14.2 2423573996 GAO:_Trump_Boosts_Deregulation_byUndervaluing_Cost_of_Climate_Change_[WithgraphicFriedman,_Lisa 2020-07-14 News Climate 777 4 2 Climate_Change

july15.0 2424248012 Automakers_Are_Making_Cars,_but_Virus_Surge_Puts_That_at_RiskBoudette,_Neal_E 2020-07-15 News Business--Economy 864 2 4

july15.1 2424245793 A_Resurgence_of_the_Virus,_and_Lockdowns,_Threatens_Economic_RecoveryTankersley,_Jim;_Casselman,_Ben_ 2020-07-15 News Business--Economy 1834 2 2

july15.2 2423823999 National_Parks_May_Become_Latest_Battleground_in_ReopeningWilliamson,_Elizabeth;_Mervosh,_Sarah_2020-07-15 News A 1622 4 2 Tourism

july16.0 2424229009 Barr_Urges_U.S._Companies_to_Resist_Serving_as_‘Pawns’_for_ChinaSavage,_Charlie_ 2020-07-16 News A 1037 4 2 _Tech_Giants

july16.1 2424284381 Ocasio-Cortez_Pushes_Cuomo_to_Back_Billionaires’_Tax_Mays,_Jeffery_C;_McKinley,_Jesse 2020-07-16 News A 1234 4 4 Economic_Policy_

july17.0 2424530507 How_to_Save_a_Half-Open_Economy Casselman,_Ben;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-17 News B 1907 2 3

july19.0 2425435443 This_Border_Town_Was_on_the_Rise._Then_the_Pandemic_HitAbrams,_Rachel 2020-07-19 News U.S. 1161 4 2 Local_Economy_

july19.1 2424785876Trump_Administration_Balks_at_Funding_forTesting_and_CDC_in_Virus_Relief_Bill Cochrane,_Emily 2020-07-19 News U.S.--Politics 876 4 4 Federal_Aid_

july19.2 2424810941 Trump’s_Hot-Button_Fed_Pick_Faces_Senate_Committee_Vote_This_WeekSmialek,_Jeanna 2020-07-19 News Business--Economy 1347 4 4 The_Fed

july19.3 2424785881 Public_Transit_Officials_Fear_Virus_Could_Send_Systems_Into_‘Death_Spiral’Verma,_Pranshu_ 2020-07-19 News A 1555 2 2

july20.0_ 2424849730 How_the_U.S._Can_Manage_An_Economy_Stuck_on_StallCasselman,_Ben;_Tankersley,_Jim_ 2020-07-20 News B 1569 2 3

july20.1 2425417972 Republicans,_Still_at_Odds_Over_Aid_Package,_Eye_$1_Trillion_Opening_OfferCochrane,_Emily;_Tankersley,_Jim;_Fandos,_Nicholas2020-07-20 News A 1688 2 2

july21.0 2425655550 Republicans_Eye_Checks_to_Families_and_Billions_for_Schools_in_Relief_BilCochrane,_Emily;_Fandos,_Nicholas 2020-07-21 News A 1153 2 2

july21.1 2425992749 ‘Less_Optimistic’_and_‘More_Cautious’:_Top_C.E.O.s_Fret_as_Virus_Cases_RiseGelles,_David 2020-07-21 News Business 1383 2 2

july21.2 2425655557 New_York_Subway,_Facing_a_$16_Billion_Deficit,_Plans_for_Deep_Cuts_Goldbaum,_Christina_ 2020-07-21 News A 1347 2 2 Public_Transit

july21.3 2425655539 Biden_to_Announce_$775_Billion_Plan_to_Help_Working_Parents_and_CaregiversGoldmacher,_Shane;_Claire_Cain_Mille2020-07-21 News A 1353 4 4 Economic_Policy_

july21.4 2425487537 One_Man's_Gig_Economy_Creeps_Back Marchese,_John 2020-07-21 News C 1271 4 1 Music_Industry

july21.5 2425995459 Coronavirus_Threatens_the_Luster_of_Superstar_Cities Porter,_Eduardo 2020-07-21 News Business--Economy 1496 4 1 Lifestyle

july22.1 2426355679 The_Pandemic_Isn’t_Bringing_Back_Factory_Jobs,_at_Least_Not_YetSwanson,_Ana;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-22 News Business--Economy 1651 4 4 Manufacturing

july23.0 2426165519 In_Picking_Up_Work_Here_and_There,_Many_Miss_Out_on_Unemployment_Check_Cohen,_Patricia 2020-07-23 News B 1489 2 4

july24.0 2426684014 Would_You_Go_to_a_Movie_Right_Now?Republicans_Say_Yes._Few_Others_Do.Casselman,_Ben;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-24 News Business--Economy 1147 4 4 Economic_Forecast

july26.0 2427392612 Millions_of_Americans_Are_About_to_Lose_Their_Homes._Congress_Must_Help_Them.The_Editorial_Board 2020-07-26 Editorial Opinion 1157 2 2

july26.1 2426975092 Trump_Officials_Float_Idea_of_Narrow_Bill_to_Extend_Unemployment_BenefitsFandos,_Nicholas;_Cochrane,_Emily_ 2020-07-26 News A 1378 2 4

july26.2 2426917636 How_to_Talk_to_Your_Friends_About_Money Wong,_Kristin 2020-07-26 News D 1270 2 1

july27.0 2427447127 Millions_of_Unemployed_Americans_May_Lose_a_Major_LifelineKoeze,_Ella;_Gates,_Guilbert 2020-07-27 News Business--Economy 288 2 2

july27.1 2427916130 Upsides_for_Some_Remote_Workers;_Lost_Pay_and_Security_for_OthersScheiber,_Noam 2020-07-27 News Business--Economy 1499 4 3 Work_Environment

july27.2 2427199247 That_Flour_You_Bought_Could_Foretell_Our_Economy Wu,_Tim 2020-07-27 Commentary A 1253 4 1 Flour_Industry

july28.0 2427950539 Where_Is_All_That_Gold_Being_Stored? Braff,_Danielle 2020-07-28 News D 971 4 1 Investing_in_Gold

july28.1 2427585445 Why_Hunger_Can_Grow_Even_When_Poverty_Doesn’t DeParle,_Jason 2020-07-28 News A 1643 2 4

july28.2 2427722882 Biden_to_Unveil_Economic_Plan_Focused_on_Racial_Equity_Kaplan,_Thomas;_Glueck,_Katie_ 2020-07-28 News A 968 4 1 Economic_Policy_

july28.3 2427455633 As_Investors_Rush_Toward_Gold,_Its_Price_Breaks_RecordsPhillips,_Matt_ 2020-07-28 News B 823 4 1 Investing_in_Gold

july29.0 2428238961As_Trump_Undercuts_Aid_Talks,_White_HouseSays_Extra_Jobless_Aid_Will_Lapse Cochrane,_Emily;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-29 News A 1249 4 2 Federal_Aid_

july29.1 2428100913 Divided_and_Demoralized_on_Virus_Aid,Republicans_Ask,_‘What’s_in_the_Bill?’Hulse,_Carl_ 2020-07-29 News A 1409 2 2

july29.2 2428779918 Why_a_Biden_Presidency_Could_Be_Bullish_for_Stocks Sommer,_Jeff 2020-07-29 News Business 1207 1 1

july.30.0 2429339796 As_the_Pandemic_Forced_Layoffs,_C.E.O.s_Gave_Up_Little Eavis,_Peter 2020-07-30 News Business--Economy 1191 1 2

july.30.1 2429340052 Providing_a_Pandemic_Safety_Net,_Nonprofits_Need_Their_OwnKulish,_Nicholas 2020-07-30 News Business--Economy 1574 4 2 Federal_Aid_

july.30.3 2429339425 How_Pimco’s_Cayman-Based_Hedge_Fund_Can_Profit_From_the_Fed’s_RescueSmialek,_Jeanna 2020-07-30 News Business--Economy 1329 4 4 Hedgefund

july.30.4 2428625736 Why_Changing_Unemployment_Payments_Could_Take_MonthsTankersley,_Jim;_Tara_Siegel_Bernard2020-07-30 News Business 1724 2 2

july31.0 2429470034 12_People_in_a_3-Bedroom_House,_Then_the_Virus_Entered_the_Equation_Dougherty,_Conor 2020-07-31 News BU 3314 2 2

july31.1 2429096261 Does_Trump_Want_to_Save_His_Economy? Tankersley,_Jim 2020-07-31 News A 1555 2 2
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Appendix C: Excel Data  

Month of August  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

august1.0 2429470133 Suburban_Voters_Sour_on_Republicans_in_Battle_for_the_HouseCochrane,_Emily;_Edmondson,_Catie_ 2020-08-01 News A 1730 4 2 Campaign_Economy_
august1.1 2429360528 Trump's_Answer_to_Ailing_Economy_So_Far_Seems_to_Show_Little_UrgencyTankersley,_Jim_ 2020-08-01 News A 1395 2 2
august3.0 2429890136 One-Third_of_New_York’s_Small_Businesses_May_Be_Gone_ForeverHaag,_Matthew 2020-08-03 News A 1782 4 2 Local_Economy_
august3.1 2429669874 A_Hospital_Forgot_to_Bill_Her_Coronavirus_Test._It_Cost_Her_$1,980Kliff,_Sarah 2020-08-03 News The_Upshot_ 1777 4 2 Insurance_
august3.2 2430246052 U.S._Small_Business_Bailout_Money_Flowed_to_Chinese-Owned_CompaniesRappeport,_Alan_ 2020-08-03 News U.S.--Politics 1141 4 2 Federal_Aid
august4.0 2430236419 Trading_Concessions_on_Recovery_Plan,Negotiators_Set_Week’s_End_Deadline_for_a_DealCochrane,_Emily;_Fandos,_Nicholas_ 2020-08-04 News A 1705 4 2 Federal_Aid
august4.1 2430191679 The_United_States_Is_Reopening_Many_of_the_Wrong_SchoolsDynarski,_Susan 2020-08-04 News Business 1312 4 2 School_Funding
august4.2 2429970905 Race,_Virus_and_Economy_Overtake_Gun_Control_as_Young_People's_Top_IssuesRussonello,_Giovanni 2020-08-04 News A 1434 4 4 Top_Issues_
august4.3 2430521221 TikTok,_Trump_and_an_Impulse_to_Act_as_C.E.O._to_Corporate_AmericaSwanson,_Ana;_Shear,_Michael_D 2020-08-04 News Business--Economy 1556 4 2 Campaign_Economy
august5.0 2430505885 White_House_and_Congress_Remain_Far_From_Any_Stimulus_DealCochrane,_Emily;_Tankersley,_Jim_ 2020-08-05 News A 1493 2 2
august6.0 2430802068 New_Unemployment_Claims_Decline,_but_Remain_‘Alarmingly_High’Cohen,_Patricia 2020-08-06 News B 1182 2 2
august6.1 2430802077 Trump,_Facing_Headwinds_in_Ohio,_Talks_Up_Economy_in_Campaign_Swing_Haberman,_Maggie 2020-08-06 News A 2063 4 2 Campaign_Economy
august9.0 2432242359 Without_$600_Weekly_Benefit,_Unemployed_Face_Bleak_ChoicesCasselman,_Ben;_Friedman,_Gillian 2020-08-09 News Business--Economy 1472 2 2
august9.1 2431646812 The_Wallets_of_Wall_Street_Are_With_Biden,_if_Not_the_Hearts_elly,_Kate;_Goldmacher,_Shane;_Kaplan,_Thomas_ 2020-08-09 News A 1777 1 3
august9.2 2432242264 Here’s_How_to_Crush_the_Virus_Until_Vaccines_ArriveOsterholm,_Michael_T;_Kashkari,_Neel 2020-08-09 Commentary Opinion 1393 2 2
august9.3 2432241432 Why_Is_Everyone_Buying_Gold? Sharma,_Ruchir 2020-08-09 Commentary Opinion 950 1 3
august9.4 2432239611 Trump_Wants_U.S._to_Get_Cut_of_Any_TikTok_Deal._No_One_Knows_How_That’d_Work.Shear,_Michael_D;_Rappeport,_Alan;_Swanson,_Ana 2020-08-09 News U.S.--Politics 1264 4 2 Foreign_Investment_
august10.1 2432686801 Trump’s_Go-It-Alone_Stimulus_Won’t_Do_Much_to_Lift_the_RecoveryTankersley,_Jim 2020-08-10 News Business 1076 2 2
august11.0 2432653681 A_New_Clash_Over_Mail_Voting:_The_Cost_of_the_PostageBroadwater,_Luke;_Fuchs,_Hailey_ 2020-08-11 News U.S.--Politics 1120 4 2 Postal_Service_
august11.1 2433036240 Millions_of_Evictions_Are_a_Sharper_Threat_as_Government_Support_EndsDougherty,_Conor_ 2020-08-11 News Business--Economy 1448 2 2
august11.2 2432591066 Trump’s_Push_to_Cut_Payroll_Taxes_Opens_a_Democratic_Line_of_Attack_Karni,_Annie;_Kaplan,_Thomas 2020-08-11 News A 1544 4 2 Tax_Cuts
august12.0 2433009238 Administration_Reaches_Out_to_Democrats_on_Stimulus_BillCochrane,_Emily 2020-08-12 News U.S.--Politics 1570 4 2 Federal_Aid
august12.1 2432956713 New_York_City_Could_Use_a_Champion._Who_Will_Step_Up?Rubinstein,_Dana_ 2020-08-12 News A 1491 4 3 Local_Economy_
august13.0 2434148288 Advisers_Consider_Whether_Trump_Can_Cut_Taxes_Without_CongressRappeport,_Alan 2020-08-13 News U.S.--Politics 1472 4 2 Tax_Cuts
august13.1 2433289502 How_Trump’s_Push_to_Reopen_Schools_Backfired Shapiro,_Eliza 2020-08-13 News A 1486 4 2 Reopen_Schools
august14.1 2434084079 State_and_Local_Budget_Pain_Looms_Over_Economy’s_FutureSmialek,_Jeanna;_Rappeport,_Alan;_Cochrane,_Emily_ 2020-08-14 News Business 1593 2 2
august15.0 2434313925 Renovating_for_a_New_Normal Kaysen,_Ronda 2020-08-15 News RE 2219 4 1 Lifestyle
august15.1 2434263147 ‘We’re_Desperate’:_Transit_Cuts_Felt_Deepest_in_Low-Income_AreasVerma,_Pranshu_ 2020-08-15 News A 1619 4 2 Public_Transit_
august16.0 2434292494 Top_Democrats_Press_for_Postal_Service_Officials_to_TestifyCochrane,_Emily;_Edmondson,_Catie 2020-08-16 News U.S.--Politics 1291 4 2 Postal_Service_
august16.1 2434313939 Talking_to_Children_About_Job_Loss_During_the_PandemicMogel,_Wendy_ 2020-08-16 News D 1450 2 4
august17.0 2434574017 The_Recession_Is_About_to_Slam_Cities._Not_Just_the_Blue-State_Ones.Badger,_Emily;_Bui,_Quoctrung 2020-08-17 News The_Upshot_ 1443 4 2 Local_Economies_
august17.1 2434503818 The_‘Rage_Moms’_Democrats_Are_Counting_OnLerer,_Lisa;_Medina,_Jennifer_ 2020-08-17 News A 1838 4 2 Economic_Policy
august17.2 2434574006 With_‘Nobody_Going_to_Work,’_Private_Bus_Companies_Are_Worried_About_the_FutureMcGeehan,_Patrick 2020-08-17 News A 1588 4 2 Public_Transit_
august18.0 2434983029 Republicans_Float_a_Scaled-Back_StimuluCochrane,_Emily;_Tankersley,_Jim_ 2020-08-18 News U.S.--Politics 1304 2 2
august19.0 2435629804 A_Warning_for_the_United_States_From_the_Author_of_‘The_Great_Influenza’Barry,_John_M_ 2020-08-19 Commentary _Opinion 1157 2 2
august19.1 2435631018 ‘This_Market_Is_Nuts’:_S&amp;P_500_Hits_Record,_Defying_Economic_DevastationPhillips,_Matt 2020-08-19 News Business 1411 1 3
august19.2 2435221862 What_the_Democratic_Party_Platform_Actually_SaysEmber,_Sydney;_Stevens,_Matt_ 2020-08-19 News U.S.--Politics 1203 4 4 Economic_Policy
august19.3 2435243451 Fed_Officials_Said_the_Economy_Needed_More_Help_From_CongressSmialek,_Jeanna_ 2020-08-19 News B 958 3 2
august19.4 2435073253 Amazon_Grows_as_if_Economy_Is_BoomingWeise,_Karen;_Haag,_Matthew 2020-08-19 News B 722 4 4 Tech_Giants
august20.0_ 2435584058 Saving_Jobs_by_Sharing_Them,_With_Government_HelpCohen,_Patricia 2020-08-20 News B 1833 2 1
august20.1 2435939012 Big_Tech’s_Domination_of_Business_Reaches_New_HeightsEavis,_Peter;_Lohr,_Steve 2020-08-20 News Technology 1182 1 1
august20.2 2435376833 Airbnb,_'Sharing_Economy'_Pioneer,_Moves_Toward_a_Public_OfferiGriffith,_Erin_ 2020-08-20 News B 1084 1 3
august20.3 2435584053 1.1_Million_Filed_New_Claims_for_State_Unemployment_Benefits_Last_WeekSchwartz,_Nelson_D 2020-08-20 News BU 430 2 4
august21.0 2435872639 They’re_Making_the_Rent._Is_It_Costing_Their_Future?Dougherty,_Conor;_Friedman,_Gillian 2020-08-21 News Business 2327 2 2
august21.1 2435818017 Senators_Lead_an_Increasingly_Diverse_Nation._Their_Top_Aides_Are_Mostly_White.2020-08-21 News A 1345 4 2 Federal_Aid
august21.2 2435872644 Fact-Checking_the_Democratic_National_Convention Qiu,_Linda 2020-08-21 News A 1227 4 4 Campaign_Economy
august21.3 2435692091 Jobless_Rise_Is_New_Sign_Of_Stalling_In_EconomySchwartz,_Nelson_D;_Hsu,_Tiffany 2020-08-21 News B 1333 2 2
august23.0 2436283773 After_Another_Week_of_Setbacks,_Trump_Looks_to_Change_the_StorylineBaker,_Peter_ 2020-08-23 News A 1840 2 2
august23.1 2436698420 Economic_Data_Points_to_Pause_in_Recovery_as_Aid_Programs_ExpireSmialek,_Jeanna;_Tankersley,_Jim 2020-08-23 News Business--Economy 1235 2 2
august24.0 2436975693 The_Truth_Behind_Trump’s_‘Rocking’_Economy Rattner,_Steven 2020-08-24 Commentary Opinion 930 2 2
august25.0 2439007329 The_Democrats_Are_United_to_Fight_Trump,_but_Policy_Fights_Are_LoomingKaplan,_Thomas;_Friedman,_Lisa 2020-08-25 News U.S.--Politics 1991 4 3 Campaign_Economy
august25.1 2436959341 New_Virus_Hot_Spots:_U.S._Islands_from_Hawaii_to_Puerto_RicoRomero,_Simon;_Mazzei,_Patricia 2020-08-25 News A 1249 4 2 Tourism
august25.3 2439007335 Why_Trump’s_Approval_Ratings_on_the_Economy_Remain_DurableTankersley,_Jim_ 2020-08-25 News U.S.--Politics 1747 3 2
august26.0 2439007606 Airline_Job_Cuts_Could_Pressure_Congress_and_Trump_on_StimulusChokshi,_Niraj;_Casselman,_Ben_ 2020-08-26 News Business 1288 2 2
august26.1 2439007729 The_Coronavirus_Generation DeParle,_Jason_ 2020-08-26 News Sunday_Review 2690 2 2
august26.2 2437178710 MTA_Warns_of_Doomsday_Subway_Cuts_Without_$12_Billion_in_Federal_AidGoldbaum,_Christina_ 2020-08-26 News A 1505 4 2 Federal_Aid_
august26.3 2439007398 The_Senate_Is_on_Vacation_While_Americans_StarveYellen,_Janet;_Bernstein,_Jared 2020-08-26 Commentary Opinion 962 2 2
august27.0 2437541431 White_House_Wants_Companies_to_Foot_Payroll_Tax_Bill_for_WorkersRappeport,_Alan_ 2020-08-27 News U.S.--Politics 946 4 2 Taxes
august28.1 2438026376 A_Gen-X_Adviser_to_Biden_Argues_Equality_Is_Good_for_GrowthLederer,_Katy_ 2020-08-28 News Business 1698 2 4
august28.2 2438122483 Bill_for_Trump’s_Tax_Holiday_Will_Be_Due_Next_Year,_Treasury_Dept._SaysRappeport,_Alan 2020-08-28 News B 887 4 2 Taxes
august29.0 2438162427 Players_Exercise_Their_Power,_and_Caution,_in_a_Superstar-Driven_EconomyScheiber,_Noam_ 2020-08-29 News B 1435 4 3 Professional_Sports_
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Appendix D: R Script.  

 

#This is the script for Kendall Jennings' honors thesis  

 

#This script requires the following data set:  

 

          #data.csv  

 

#This script requires installation of the following packages:  

 

          install.packages("tidyverse") 

          install.packages("descr") 

          install.packages("ggplot2") 

 

#Load downloaded packages  

           

          library(tidyverse)  

          library(descr) 

          library(ggplot2) 

 

#Look at descriptive statistics  

           

#This shows a description of the economic type variable  
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ftable(data$econ) 

 

#This creates a histogram 

 

ggplot(data = data, aes(econ)) +   

          geom_bar(fill = "black", col = "gray") + 

          labs(y = "Count", x ="Article Economic Type Distribution \n \n 1 = Stockmarket, 2 = 

Unemployment Rate, 3 = Both, 4 = Neither") 

 

#This shows a description of the tone type variable  

 

ftable(data$tone) 

 

#This creates a histogram 

 

ggplot(data = data, aes(tone)) +   

          geom_bar(fill = "black", col = "gray") + 

          labs(y = "Count", x ="Article Tone Type Distribution \n \n 1 = Positive, 2 = Negative, 3 = 

Both, 4 = Neutral") 

 

#All unemployment mentions  
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data$unemployment <- ifelse(data$econ == 2 | data$econ == 3,1,0) 

 

#All negative mentions  

 

data$negative <- ifelse(data$tone == 2 | data$tone == 3, 1,0) 

 

#Total articles per month  

 

data$march <- ifelse(data$month == "March", 1, 0) 

data$april <- ifelse(data$month == "April", 1, 0) 

data$may <- ifelse(data$month == "May", 1, 0) 

data$june <- ifelse(data$month == "June", 1, 0) 

data$july <- ifelse( data$month == "July", 1, 0) 

data$august <- ifelse(data$month == "August", 1, 0) 

 

#Unemployment articles per month  

 

data$march_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 &  data$month == "March", 1, 0) 

data$april_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 &  data$month == "April", 1, 0) 

data$may_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 & data$month == "May", 1, 0) 

data$june_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 & data$month == "June", 1, 0) 

data$july_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 & data$month == "July", 1, 0) 

data$august_u <- ifelse(data$unemployment == 1 & data$month == "August", 1, 0) 
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#Negative articles per month  

 

data$march_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1 & data$month == "March", 1, 0) 

data$april_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1 & data$month == "April", 1, 0) 

data$may_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1  & data$month == "May", 1, 0) 

data$june_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1 & data$month == "June", 1, 0) 

data$july_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1  & data$month == "July", 1, 0) 

data$august_n <- ifelse(data$negative == 1 & data$month == "August", 1, 0) 

 

#Create summary table showing percent of articles about unemployment and negative per month  

 

sum_table <- cbind ("Month" = c("March", "April", "May", "June", "July", "August"), 

                    "Total Articles" = c(sum(data$march), sum(data$april), sum(data$may), 

sum(data$june), sum(data$july), sum(data$august)), 

                    "% Unemployment" = c(sum(data$march_u)/sum(data$march), 

sum(data$april_u)/sum(data$april), sum(data$may_u)/sum(data$may),  

                                         sum(data$june_u)/sum(data$june), sum(data$july_u)/sum(data$july), 

sum(data$august_u)/sum(data$august)), 

                    "% Negative" = c(sum(data$march_n)/sum(data$march), 

sum(data$april_n)/sum(data$april), sum(data$may_n)/sum(data$may),  

                                     sum(data$june_n)/sum(data$june), sum(data$july_n)/sum(data$july), 

sum(data$august_n)/sum(data$august))) 
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#Chi-square goodness of fit test for econ variable [overall]  

 

dist1 <- c(45, 154, 32, 183)                                                                                                        

chisq.test(dist1, p = c(1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4)) 

 

#Chi-square goodness of fit test for econ variable [stock market - unemployment  only] 

 

dist1a <- c(45, 154) 

chisq.test(dist1a, p = c(1/2, 1/2)) 

 

#Chi-square goodness of fit test for tone variable [overall]  

 

dist2 <- c(26, 246, 49, 94) 

chisq.test(dist2, p= c(1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4)) 

 

#Chi-square goodness of fit test for tone variable [positive - negative]  

 

dist2a <- c(26, 246) 

chisq.test(dist2a, p= c(1/2, 1/2)) 

 


